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Each area is colour-coded and
links to the bars at the top of certain pages in the guide. With
this map, you are the master
of Kyoto geography!
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KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION
e

Children:Half-price

Kyoto City Subway One-Day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one
day. Present the pass to receive discounts off entrance fees to other Kyoto sites, including Nijo Castle, Kyoto International Manga Museum, Gion Corner, and Toei Kyoto Studio Park.
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Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service
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FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE YEARS, KYOTO HAS BEEN NAMED

ATM AT 7-ELEVEN STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards and
credit cards to withdraw Japanese yen
from ATM machines located inside 7-Eleven stores. ATM display guidance is available in the following languages: English,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified Chinese),
and Portuguese (with plans to extend to
twelve languages from December 2015).
The following cards are accepted.

Note
The language selection screen appears upon inserting a card issued overseas.
When you see this icon

BEST CITY IN THE WORLD!

Cash cards, credit cards and other cards issued overseas with the following marks can be used to
withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.
Card Name

Mark

Services

Service Hours

Visa

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:00 to 24:00

MasterCard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

American
Express

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:50

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

China
Union Pay

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

Discover

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

Diners Club

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:55

The ancient capital of
Japan has been selected
as the top city in the world.

1. KYOTO ( Japan)
2 . Charleston (South Carolina)

3 . Siem Reap (Cambodia)
4 . Florence (Italy)
5 . Rome (Italy)
6 . Bangkok (Thailand)
7 . Kraków (Poland)
8 . Barcelona (Spain)
9 . Cape Town (South Africa)
10. Jerusalem (Israel)

Notes
1. The company that issued the card may apply a service fee.
2. There are some cards with the same marks that cannot be used.
on a map, it indicates a 7-ELEVEN that has an ATM.

Kyoto Official Travel Guide

Wi-Fi

Travel + Leisure is considered one of the world’s
most influential travel magazines. The magazine’s
readers voted Kyoto the World’s Best City for the

Free Wi-Fi with One App!
“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone application that can be used all across
Japan. There are over 200,000 access points in the country and the application also includes a
function that provides you with local recommendations based on your location.

1 Download app from website

2 Initial app setup

3 Using the app

4 Connecting to Wi-Fi

second straight year in the magazine’s World’s Best
Awards 2015.
World’s Best Awards are readers’ polls conducted
by the magazine in categories such as cities, hotels,
cruises, travel agencies and airlines. The Best City
category consists of six characteristics: sights/land-

travel japan wifi

Welcome!
Or as we say in Kyoto,
OKOSHIYASU!
Kyoto is a charming city, with lots of beautiful scenery, gourmet cuisine and a rich
cultural heritage. To keep this prestigious
world number one ranking, we are striving
to further improve the appeal of our city.

marks, culture/arts, restaurants/food, people, shop-

http://wi2.co.jp/tjw/english.html

ping and value.

The device will now connect automatically to nearby hotspots. Access records can be viewed on the timeline screen.

Kyoto will continue to put its best efforts behind welcoming foreign tourists and deeply impacting them

KYOTO Wi-Fi
We are pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public wireless
network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently connect to the
internet. Please read the following points and start surfing!
1 In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.
2 Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

3 Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.
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www.kyoto.travel

with the sights, culture and hospitality only found
here. We hope that all visitors to Japan enjoy Kyoto!

Kyoto’s Deputy Mayor Ogasawara and
Director Mieno both
attended the commendation ceremony
held in New York on
the 23rd of July.

Travel + Leisure: A major American travel magazine with circulation of nearly 1 million copies per month. Targeted mostly at wealthy
North Americans, it is regarded as one of the most influential travel magazines in the world.
World’ s Best Awards: A poll of readers on sightseeing spots, facilities and services that Travel + Leisure has conducted since 1995.

Travel + Leisure

www.travelandleisure.com
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伏見 SAKE
FUSHIMI

日本酒

T

he Fushimi area of Kyoto is home to Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine, voted most popular
tourist spot in Japan by foreign tourists on
TripAdvisor, the world’s most extensive travel
website. Fushimi is also known as one of the
leading areas for Japanese sake. Learn about
the wonders of Fushimi and Japanese sake
from Mr. Tokubee Masuda, the 14th-generation
owner of Masuda Tokubee Shoten, Fushimi’s
one of the oldest sake breweries; and Mr. Jason Davidson, leader of JD Kai, an organization for enjoying Japanese sake in Fushimi.

T

wo local train stops away
from Kyoto Station, Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine is
the head shrine of some 30,000 Inari- shrines throughout Japan and
is well known for boosting business. Established in the year 711, it
has one of the longest histories of
the many old shrines and temples
in Kyoto.
Visitors to Fushimi Inari-taisha
Shrine are impressed by the long
succession of red torii gates known
as the “thousand torii.” The custom of dedicating torii to the enshrined deity as an expression of
prayer and gratitude was already
entrenched during the Edo Period
(1603-1868), and the line of torii is a
monument to the many dedications
of people showing their reverence.
Around Inari-yama Mountain are
many smaller shrines and mounds.
“[Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine] is
famous for the thousand torii, but
there is also a great view from Yotsutsuji on the mountainside,” Mr.
Masuda said. Mr. Davidson added,
“You feel a mysterious power when
you walk around on the mountain.”
The white foxes located here and
there on the shrine grounds are
the messengers of the Inari shrine
deities. Be sure to look out for these
extra sights as you walk around
Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine.
12

F

ushimi is well known for the high quality and quantity of its groundwater.
On the grounds of Gokonomiya Shrine
near Kintetsu Momoyama Goryo-mae Station is
Gokosui, an active spring selected as one of the
top 100 water sources in Japan.
Such wonderful groundwater is the reason
Fushimi joins Nada in Hyogo Prefecture and
Saijo in Hiroshima Prefecture in the top three
sake-producing areas in Japan. “The water in
Fushimi is medium-hard with a good balance
of minerals,” Mr. Masuda said. “It has a mellow flavor and a delicate smoothness to it.” The
water in Nada is hard, leading to sakes with a
crisper flavor than those of Fushimi.
Fushimi is currently home to more than 20
sake breweries. Chief sake brewers are known
as toji. Toji appear at the breweries during

brewing season and stay there for months on
end as they work. Toji determine the flavor
under the direction of kuramoto (brewery owners) and set kurabito (workers) in motion. “Sake
is a living thing - you cannot simply make the
same sake every year,” Mr. Masuda said. “It is
like wine in that respect.” Indeed, the condition
of the rice and koji mold, the weather and other
factors create a different situation for brewing
sake each year. Some of the process has been
quantified recently, but the deciding factor is
still an intuition cultivated over many years.
“Perhaps not intuition, but water - you never
quite know what is in it,” Mr. Masuda continued. “Water determines the taste of sake, so a
steady stream of water whose high quality never changes is a precious thing.”

Pics below: by curtesy of Gekkeikan Sake Company, Ltd.

Permission granted curtesy of: Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine
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M

The quality of the
sake depends on the
percentage of milled
rice used to make it.

AN EXTRAORDINARY TASTE
BORN FROM A GRAIN OF RICE

I

t goes without saying that the basic ingredient of sake is rice. Wine is made by fermenting grapes, but rice will not ferment
if left to its own devices. This is why koji-kin (a
mold that grows on cooked rice) is used for sake
brewing. Koji is a vital part of Japanese food
culture that is also used to make miso paste
and soy sauce.
Here is a simple explanation of the sake brewing process. First, rice is milled and steamed,
and the extent to which the rice was milled
determines the rank of the sake. Daiginjo-sake
is the highest-ranking sake, where rice grains
have been milled to 50% or less of their weight
as brown rice grains. Next is ginjo-sake, with
a milled weight of 60% or less. The lower the
milled weight, the purer the taste. However,
some people like off flavors; there are many
different ways to enjoy sake.
The koji-kin sprinkled over steamed rice reproduces to form koji. Then steamed rice, water
14

and yeast fungus are added, and the mixture
is left to ferment. The result is shubo, a yeast
mash. More steamed rice and water are added
to the shubo, which ferments for roughly one
month and is then filtered. The filtered sake is
aged further, then sterilized at a low temperature and bottled. Which procedure is the most
important? All of them, according to Mr. Masuda. “To brew delicious sake, you need to make
good koji. To make good koji, you need steamed
rice that is nice and plump with water. Each
process is connected to the others, and thus is
connected to the taste we seek.”
As you walk around the town of Fushimi, you
will see round objects hanging from the edges
of the eaves of sake breweries. These are sugidama (cedar sprigs woven together and closely
clipped in a spherical shape), hung by kurabito to indicate that they have completed a new
batch of sake.

r.Davidson hails from the United
States and now lives in Fushimi.
Asked about how to enjoy sake, he
replied, “There are as many ways to enjoy sake
as there are people - there are infinitely many.”
In contrast to the stereotypical image of pairing
sake with a meal of sushi, Mr. Davidson offered
many alternatives. “Sake goes well with pasta.
It’s like a white wine. Kyoto sake was always
made to be enjoyed with food. I want people to
try sake with various foods and enjoy exploring different tastes. There are shops that will
choose small ochoko (sake cups) for you, and
it is fun to discover how the vessel can change
the taste.” As it turns out, Mr. Davidson has
quite the collection of ochoko.
“Recently we have seen lightly sparkled sakes
like champagne, and older sakes aged for so
long that the colours change,” Mr. Masuda said.
“By the 17th century, Fushimi sake was already

being made similar to the way it is made today.
We create new varieties with reverence toward
that tradition. This fusion of old and new might
embody a spirit distinctive to Kyoto.” It is said
that people brought sake brewing to Japan
from the Asian continent in the eighth century.
Over 1,000 years later, Japanese people still offer sake to the gods and drink it in celebration.
In the city of Kyoto, there are regulations to
promote toasting with Japanese sake, and sake
is a vital part of life. Why not raise an ochoko of
sake with your next Japanese meal?

The personality of each bottle of sake
shines through on its label, which is why we
refer to the label as the face of the sake.

MASUDA TOKUBEE SHOTEN CO., LTD.

MAP

TEL 075-611-5151

P

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区下鳥羽長田町 135

17
3

135 Shimotoba Nagata-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm
CLOSED Sun. and public holidays (Sat. from April through September)
URL http://tsukinokatsura.co.jp

The Sake Brands of Kyoto Fushimi
URL http://www.fushimi.or.jp/sake_guide/

15

月の蔵人

MAP

17
7

TEL 075-623-4630

698 Higashikumi-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-7:30pm (Last order)
CLOSED Thu. (and irregular holidays)
PRICE from ¥800 SMOKING No
URL http://www5b.biglobe.ne.jp/~genya-/

Genya serves ramen
with sake lees*. Sake
lees do not contain
any alcohol, so even
non-drinkers can enjoy
these noodles.

MAP

17

P

4

*Sake lees are a highly nutritious
byproduct that occur when moromi (unrefined sake) is pressed
during sake production.

TEL 075-611-4666
ADDRESS 京都市伏見区今町 672-1
672-1 Ima-machi, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-6pm
CLOSED Wed. (open if Wed. is public holiday)
PRICE ¥1,400 〜 2,000 SMOKING No
URL http://www.sookuu.net/contents/en.html

Housed in the renovated
former Gekkeikan sake
brewery, this eatery
offers homemade tofu
dishes along with a selection of sake. Sake ice
cream and sake cocktails are also served.

This bar is attached to a sake brewery, offering visitors a view of the factory floor
as they drink. A popular sake is Soku, with a transparent taste like blue skies.

This is the museum of Gekkeikan,
old and famous sake brewery in
Fushimi. Visitors can view tools
used
in the
brewing
process
and sample three
types of
sake.

Tanb ab as

3

月桂冠 大倉記念館

GEKKEIKAN OKURA SAKE MUSEUM
ENGLISH DISPLAY

MAP

17

TEL 075-623-2056

P

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区南浜町 247

9
247 Minamihama-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9:30am-4:30pm
CLOSED August 13th-16th / New Year holidays
ADMISSION ¥300 (includes souvenir)
SMOKING No
URL http://www.gekkeikan.co.jp/enjoy/museum/index.html

hi 丹 波
橋通

P17

P12-15

7

FUSHIMI INARI Stn.

毛利橋通

Moribashi

4

P16

Hankyu Oasis

阪急オアシス

Gekkeikan

月桂冠

Otesuji Shopping District
大手筋商店街

ENGLISH MENU

17

P

5

鳥せい 本店

TORISEI HONTEN
ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-622-2154

TEL 075-622-5533

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区魚屋町 573

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区上油掛町 186

573 Uoya-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-9pm (Last order) CLOSED Wed.
AVERAGE
¥900
¥1,300
SMOKING Yes URL http://sancho.co.jp

16

MAP
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186 Kamiaburakake-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-11pm *Sat., Sun., public holidays: from 11am / Lunch until 4pm
CLOSED Mon. PRICE
¥850 〜 2,000
¥3,000 〜 5,000
SMOKING No URL http://www.torisei.com/index.html

新高瀬川

魚屋通

Kizakura Kappa Country

寺田屋

8

9
n
iha

Ra

il w

Please refer to P36 for map legend.

中書島駅

深草駅

Hotoji
Temple
宝塔寺

伏見公園

ay

KANGETSUKYO Stn.
観月橋駅

本

阪

京

Fushimi Park

線

宇治

Keihan Railway
Uji Line
京阪宇治線

CHUSHOJIMA Stn.

FUKAKUSA Stn.

P17

月桂冠伏見夢百衆

Ke

43 P41

5

Gekkeikan Fushimi Yumehyakusyu

P17

伏見稲荷大社

P16

P16

Teradaya

桃山御陵前駅

伏見桃山駅

6

キザクラカッパカントリー

Fushimi
Inari-taisha
Shrine

稲荷駅

FUSIMI
MOMOYAMA Stn.

AEON
イオン

Uoya

INARI Stn.

MOMOYAMA
GORYOMAE Stn.

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

SALAD SHOP SANCHO FUSHIMI

MAP

大手筋通

Ote-suji

大手筋通

濠川

サンチョ 伏見店

Ote-suji

Hori River

サラダの店

Specializing in chicken dishes, Torisei Honten is directly run by Yamamoto Honke, a sake brewery with
more than 300 years of history. This eatery is always
packed with people, including
many locals. A popular beverage is unprocessed sake
poured directly from a tank,
rather than a bottle.

Shin-Takase River

A well-established Western food restaurant with over
40 years’ experience. The restaurant itself is a refurbished wine cellar, where you
can sample the very best Western dishes, and salads overflowing with fresh vegetables.
The most popular dish on the
menu is by far the Teriyaki
steak and salad set (¥1,280).

伏見稲荷駅

京阪本線

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区上油掛町 185-1
185-1 Kamiaburakake-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day PRICE
¥1,500 〜 4,000 ¥3,000 〜 5,000
SMOKING No (11am-4pm) URL http://19an.com/kurabito/

Keihan
Railway

えん

SAKAGURA BAR EN

8

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区東組町 698

酒蔵bar

17

P

京町通

TEL 075-602-1492

MAP

TSUKINO KURABITO

P

Kyoemachi

GENYA

近鉄京都線

玄屋

Ryogaemachi 両 替 町 通
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Enjoy dishes that take advantage
of Kyoto’s local ingredients in this
kyomachiya (Kyoto-style townhouse), a renovated ochaya (tea
house) more than 100 years old.

A まんざら亭 先斗町店

MANZARATEI PONTOCHO

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-212-0028
ADDRESS 京都市中京区先斗町通四条上ル下樵木町 198
198 Shimokoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Open every day
PRICE
¥3,000 〜 6,000 SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.manzara.co.jp/pont/index.html

Vackey Inoue
Food and drink writer specializing in
izakaya. Owner of Nishiki Takakuraya,
a pickle shop in Kyoto’s Nishiki market,
and Hyakuren, an izakaya. Aside from
running his businesses, he regularly
writes about Kyoto and izakaya culture.

B

炭火やきとり 先斗町

S anjo D

八十八

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-241-7997
ADDRESS 京都市中京区先斗町通三条下ル下樵木町 192

C

192 Shimokoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11:30pm (Last order: 11pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE
from ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes

ADDRESS 京都市中京区裏寺町通四条上ル

OPEN 11:30am-11pm
CLOSED Open every day

¥1,200
¥2,500
SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.hyakuren.com
AVERAGE

MAP

39 D-3

P
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TEL 075-223-5678
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条下ル材木町 180-1 1F
1F 180-1 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE
¥5,000 〜 10,000
SMOKING Yes
URL http://safari-inc.com/

D

先斗町もつ鍋

亀八

PONTOCHO MOTSUNABE KAMEHACHI

A

TEL 075-213-0729
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通り三条下ル材木町 185-3
185-3 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-12:30am (Food Last order: 11:30pm ／
Drink Last order: 12am)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE
¥5,000 〜 10,000
SMOKING Yes
URL http://kifuku.sakura.ne.jp/kamehachi/

Police box
(Koban)

Shijo Dori St

Gion -shijo

中之町 572 しのぶ会館 2F
Shinobu Kaikan 2F, 572 Nakano-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

B

ENGLISH MENU

Keihan Railway

TEL 075-213-2723

こぱん

PONTOCHO WINE & KUSHIAGE KOPAN

Kawabata Dori St

ENGLISH MENU

Motsunabe is a
type of nabe dish
made from beef
offal, tofu, and Chinese chives. There
are five types of
broth selections to
choose from, including shiromiso
(white miso).

先斗町 ワインと串揚げ

D

Kamo River

HYAKUREN

C

Pontocho
Kaburenjo
Theater

Pontocho St

Kopan specializes in kushiage, the
Japanese dish of skewered and deepfried meat, vegetable, and fish, served
alongside a
selection of
wine. You
can order a
wide range
of kushiage
with different tastes.

百練

ori St

SUMIBI YAKITORI PONTOCHO YASOHACHI

Kiyamachi St

18

Yasohachi specializes in yakitori dishes, chicken
meat skewered and grilled over a charcoal fire.
Yasohachi’s original tare sauce goes really well
with the juicy local chicken.

Sanjo

I

was born in the center of Kyoto,
since when I have lived in the city
for over fifty years. I have been going out in Kyoto from a young age and
somehow introducing places around the
city has become one of my jobs. I think
I have covered more than 5,000 izakaya
eateries and bars in Kyoto.
Personally I think that izakaya restaurants in Kyoto offer higher quality than
those in other cities, both in terms of food
and setting. In particular, izakaya frequented by locals serve excellent ingredients superbly prepared, even though the
price is very reasonable. In other words,
high-end eateries are more or less the
same in Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto, while
casual, everyday restaurants in Kyoto
definitely offer much better value.
The menu at a Kyoto izakaya features
the kinds of dishes people usually eat at
home, including seasonal sashimi, fried
dishes, dashimaki (egg omelet), hiyayakko
(tofu with toppings), stewed local vegetables, and local tsukemono (pickles). Many
of the more refined restaurants are also
housed in Kyoto-style machiya (townhouses). No wonder many people say an
izakaya in Kyoto is really worth visiting.
After all, Kyoto itself is so refined.

19

This shop is recommended for first-timers to
the Rido bar and restaurant strip. Meat, veggies,
mushrooms and other small bites on a fried skewer - perfect with a beer. (All skewers are ¥100.)

赤星

MAP

21

AKAHOSHI

P
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TEL 075-344-0069
ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条通烏丸西入ル東堺町 180
180 Higashi Sakai-machi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-1am CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE
￥2,000 〜 5,000 SMOKING Yes

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

JR京都伊勢丹

The CUBE
キューブ

OPEN 5:3 0 pm-2am(Last order: 1:3 0am)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

OPEN 5pm-12am (food Last order: 11pm,

￥4,000 〜 5,000
SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.kamodesu.com/jojo/

drink Last order 11:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE
￥2,000 〜 3,000
SMOKING Yes
URL http://hanatanuki.jp/

5pm-12am(Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE
￥1,000 〜 2,000
¥4,000 〜 ¥8,000
SMOKING Yes

MAP

21
12

Kawaramachi 河 原 町 通

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

KyotoCentury Hotel

Hotel Granvia Kyoto

京都センチュリーホテル

ホテルグランヴィア京都

OPEN 11:30am-2pm (Mon. to Fri.)

新・都ホテル

2
P4
Toji

東寺通

OPEN 5pm-1am(Last order: 12:30am)
CLOSED Open every day

(except Dec. 31 and Jan. 1)
17

麺どころ

晃庵 京都駅前店

MENDOKORO KOAN
KYOTO STATION LOCATION

CLOSED Open every day

El Inn Kyoto

Hotel Keihan Kyoto
ホテル京阪京都

15

TEL 075-661-3377

*Sun. and public holidays: -11pm

エルイン京都

P21

魚里ゐ夷

OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 5:30pm-12am

KYOTO Stn.

Hachijo 八 条 通

New Miyako
Hotel

16

TORIIEBISU

TEL 075-352-1130

京都総合観光案内所

京都駅

ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条烏丸北東角桜木町

P

Mielparque Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-1am(Last order: 12:30am)
CLOSED Open every day

メルパルク京都

Kyoto Tourist Information Center

P24

TEL 075-351-3899

99 ブーケガルニ 2F
Bouquet Garni building 2F, 99 Sakuragi-cho,
Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

P24

22

20

23

13

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西洞院七条下ル東塩
小路町 607-10 サンプレ京都ビル 2F
Sunpre Kyoto building 2F, 607-10 Higashi
Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

20

Horikawa 堀 川 通

21

P24

P

TEL 075-746-5058

PRICE

ビックカメラ

MAP

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西洞院 通七条下ル東

塩小路町 607-10 サンプレ京都ビル B1F
Sunpre Kyoto building B1F, 607-10 Higashi
Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Bic Camera

JR-Kyoto
Isetan Dept.

Porta(BF)
ポルタ

馬鹿凡人

TEL 075-661-0066

京都タワー

16 P21

Almont Hotel Kyoto

アルモントホテル京都

18

戸張屋 京都駅前店

TOBARIYA

KYOTO STATION LOCATION
TEL 075-352-8680
OPEN 11:30am-2pm

竹田街道

KYOTO STATION WEST LOCATION

Kyoto Tower

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

21

24

Takeda-kaido

BAR WARAKU

25

烏丸通

TEL 075-371-2010

HANATANUKI

ワラク

ホテル法華クラブ京都

Campus Plaza
Kyoto

Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto

P25

Hotel Hokke Club Kyoto

キャンパスプラザ

リーガロイヤルホテル京都

P26

Kyoto
Yodobashi

15

BAKABONDO

Rido Street

京都ヨドバシ

P24

45

13

リド飲食街

Karasuma

11

バル

11 P20

P21

Muromachi 室 町 通

ENGLISH MENU

21

P

花たぬき 京都駅西店

14

Shinmachi 新 町 通

SHUSAI JOJO

MAP

18

17 P21

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

乗々

Elaborate meat dishes and the
home-made red wine stew are a
favorite here. The menu also includes vegetables grown here in
Kyoto.

近鉄京都線

酒菜

A popular choice is the Beta Yaki, an
egg and wheat flour savory pancake,
topped with cabbage, meat or other
toppings of your choice. Great with the
special house sauce and a cold beer.

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

Creative cuisine only using fresh
seafood, local poultry and ingredients of a superior quality. Enjoy
the convenience of a restaurant
opened until 2AM.

P21

12 P20

P41

P20

Takakura 高 倉 通

東本願寺

MORE OPTIONS!

渉成園

地下鉄烏丸線

Higashi-Honganji Temple

Shichijo 七 条 通

Shosei-en Garden

Subway
Karasuma Line

KYOTO STATION
AREA

*No lunch on Sun. and public holidays

5pm 〜 11pm

*The hours of operation vary from day to day.

Please refer to P36 for map legend.

CLOSED Open every day

21

I Z AK AYA TR IV I A
OTOSHI APPETIZERS
SERVED TO ALL DINERS
IN AN IZAKAYA
At an izakaya, customers first order their drink. This will be served
accompanied by a small appetizer called otoshi or tsukidashi. This dish
costs a few hundred yen and is automatically served to each customer.
Otoshi literary means “passing through,” since the food order is being
placed through the kitchen and so a customer is given something to eat
while waiting for their main meal to arrive. Diners always accept the appetizer, as it is functions somewhat like the izakaya cover or table charge.

ALL- YOU-CAN DRINK!

If you really want to drink a lot, order a course that includes all-youcan-drink for a fixed time and price. These courses allow you to drink
as much as you like from a choice of beverages. This varies depending
on the izakaya, but typically includes beer, chuhai, wine, sake, and
non-alcoholic and soft drinks.

WHY DO SOME
OCHOKO CUPS HAVE
TWO CIRCLES INSIDE?
An ochoko is a small cup for drinking Japanese sake. An ochoko with
two navy blue circles painted inside the cup is originally used at a sake
brewery to assess the taste of the sake. The colour of the sake is examined based on how these two circles appear in the liquid. However, if
your sake is served at an izakaya in this kind of ochoko, you can treat it
just like an ordinary cup for drinking.

END YOUR MEAL WITH
AGARI (HOT TEA)

TH E TER R AC E H O R I K AWA
We have i nstal led a new terrace i n the cour t yard at
the center of the hotel. It’s the best seat in the house for
getting up close to the flow and beauty of the water. In
this new spot, enjoy Japanese-style teatime during the
day and a chic bar that floats on the water at night.

It is a custom to end a meal at an izakaya with a cup of hot tea. Almost
all of the time this is served for free. Just ask for agari to receive a cup
of tea, but be careful: agari is really hot!

MAP

Gojo-Sagaru, Horikawa-Dori, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto 600-8519, Japan
Tel:+81-75-341-2411 Fax:+81-75-341-2488 www.kyoto-h.tokyuhotels.co.jp
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GET INFORMATION FROM A PROFESSIONAL!

RESTAURANTS NEAR KYOTO STATION

We live in a world where we are constantly bombarded with readily available online information;
but is this always enough? To know the ‘real Kyoto’ and make the most out of your trip,
why not get your insight from a local professional?

Where? Kyoto tower,
in front of Kyoto Station.
HONEYBEE is easily spotted due
its trademark honeybee logo. Featuring monthly-special premium
waffles imbued with the best of seasonal tastes, and other menu items
made with Kyoto matcha green tea.

TEA HOUSE LIPTON was the first
shop in Kyoto to serve black tea.
It still does, in addition to a full
menu of food and sweets made
with seasonal ingredients.

KATSUKURA has earnestly
worked toward the perfect tonkatsu pork cutlet in most demanding
and refined Kyoto. Delivering
healthy, high quality tastiness.

honeybee 京都駅ビル店

Lipton ポルタ店
Tea House Lipton
Porta location

かつくら 京都駅ビル TheCube店

honeybee

Kyoto Station Building location

The Cube location

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-342-0082

TEL 075-343-3901

TEL 075-365-8666

ADDRESS 京都駅ビル内 8F

ADDRESS 京都 駅 地下 街 ポルタ／ Porta,

ADDRESS 京都駅ビル The Cube 11F
The Cube 11F, Kyoto Station Building
OPEN 11am-10pm
(Last order: 9:30pm)
MAP
CLOSED Open every day
P
PRICE from ¥1,500
22
SMOKING No

MAP
P

21

20

After arriving at Kyoto Station,
head towards Kyoto tower. The
meeting point will be in front
of the central ticket gate.

KATSUKURA Kyoto Station Building

ENGLISH MENU

Kyoto Station Building 8F
OPEN 9:30am-8:30pm
(Last order: 8pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ¥800
SMOKING No

The 3rd floor TOURIST INFORMATION
CENTER at Kyoto Tower

Kyoto Station Underground Shopping Mall
OPEN 8am-10pm
(Last order: 9:30pm)
MAP
CLOSED Open every day
P
PRICE from ¥1,000
21
SMOKING No

21

21

TICKETS
& TOUR

LUGGAGE
HOLDING
& DELIVERY

FREE
WI-FI

MONEY
EXCHANGE
MACHINE

PLAYER
ROOM

ATM

At the tourist information center, you
can not only find information on local
attractions, but also on various other
tourist spots in the country. From
those who are no quite sure of what
to do, to those who already have their
whole itinerary planned out, paying a
visit to the center is well worth it. We
will make sure that you leave us with
that extra piece of information. Discounted passes and one day English/
Chinese guided tours also available.

Enjoy Sightseeing
in Kyoto
wearing a kimono!

The kimono rental shop is also located
on the 3rd floor of the tower. It is one
of the largest in Kyoto, with more than
3000 pieces to choose from. Our services
also include wearing Kimono and simple hair-styling. We also provide small
accessories so no need to bring anything
along. Book online for discounted prices!

Stroll
around
Kyoto!

Prices start from ¥3,132
(Early internet booking)
Includes: Kimono, obi (belt), bag, sandals, undergarment, tabi socks, hairpin and various accessories.
MAP
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ADDRESS 3F KYOTO TOWER (JR KYOTO Station North side)

KYOTO KIMONO RENTAL wargo

KANSAI TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER KYOTO

京都きものレンタル

関西ツーリストインフォメーションセンター京都

wargo

WE SPEAK ENGLISH

Wi-Fi

TEL 050-5898-7917

WE SPEAK ENGLISH

WE SPEAK CHINESE Wi-Fi

TEL 075-341-0280

OPEN 9am-7pm *Return your kimono by 6:30pm

OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED from Dec. 30 through Jan. 3

CLOSED Open every day URL http://kyotokimono-rental.com/

URL http://www.tic-kansai.jp/kyoto/
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[WELCOME PACKAGE]
INCLUDES

KARAOKE BIG ECHO
IS THE BEST CHOICE
BIG ECHO is the #1 karaoke chain in Japan. It is operated by
DAM, the largest manufacturer in the Japanese karaoke industry. The songs and displays are available in English, Chinese,
and Korean, so make yourself at home and enjoy. We also have
a [WELCOME PACKAGE] which includes all-you-can-drink
and more benefits. Please have fun in our private rooms as
you experience this entertaining part of Japanese culture!

T
O
N
O
D
E
S
A
E
PL

ROOM CHARGE

E
K
O
M
S

ALL-YOU-CAN-DRINK

COSPLAY RENTAL

[ WELCOME PACKAGE]

¥ 1,500

¥ 2,400

SOFT DRINK

¥ 1,500

¥ 2,800

ALCOHOL

¥ 2,500

¥ 4,000

2 HOUR PACK

WITH

Sanjo-dori St.
Rokkaku-dori St.

Takoyakushi-dori St.

Wi-Fi
Nishikikoji-dori St.

TEL 075-353-5500
OPEN 11am-5am

Shijo-dori St.

*Sat., Sun., and public holidays: from 10am

Sanjo Bridge

Shinkyogoku-dori St.

ENGLISH MENU

ECHO KYOTO STATION LOCATION

Anekoji-dori St.

Kamo River

ビッグエコー 京都駅前店

KARAOKE BIG

City Hall

Oike-dori St.

UKIYOE POSTCARD

*Tax not included. *Food not included in the package.

カラオケ

N

DOWNTOWN KYOTO CITY

Kawaramachi-dori St.

ALCOHOL

1 HOUR PACK

COMMEMORATIVE
POLAROID PHOTO

Teramachi-dori St.

¥ 1,800

Gokomachi-dori St.
Fuyacho-dori St.

¥ 1,000

Tominokoji-dori St.

SOFT DRINK

MITS!
I
L
Y
T
I
TO C
O
Y
K
N
I

Yanaginobanba-dori St.

NIGHT

Sakaimachi-dori St.

DAY

Karasuma-dori St.

ALL-YOU-CAN-DRINK

Shijo Bridge
¥1,000 Fine Area

Smoking Area

N

KYOTO STATION AREA
Shichijo-dori St.

OPEN 5pm-11:30pm
PRICE ¥3,000 〜 4,000
SMOKING Designated area

MAP
P
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Shijo-dori St.

Yasaka
Shrine

Maruyama
Park

Yasuikitamon-dori St.

K iyo

mi z u

Kodaiji Temple

z ak a

Parking

Gojo

z ak a

¥1,000 Fine Area

Sanenzaka

CLOSED Open every day

Higashinotoin-dori St.

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-353-5558

Karasma-dori St.

KYOTO STATION LOCATION

N

KIYOMIZU & GION AREA

Ninenzaka
Nenenomichi

京都市下京区東洞院通七条下ル 2 丁目東塩小路町 730 ／ 2-730 Higashishiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

KYOMACHI SHIZUKU

Smoking Area

Shimokawara-dori St.

address for both stores

京町しずく 京都駅前店

The City of Kyoto has made
it mandatory to strive not to
smoke on the streets within the
city limits. The city has also
established "Public Non-smoking
Area" where street smoking is
strictly prohibited. After June
1, 2008, persons smoking in a
Public Non-smoking Area will
pay a ¥1,000 fine.

i-dori S t.

10% OFF your bill.

¥1,000 Fine Area

Higashioj

Please show this coupon and get

Hachijo-dori St.

Hanamikoji-dori St.

*Yuba: Film or skin forms on the liquid surface of boiled soy milk. Also known as tofu skin.
*Shochu: Alcoholic beverage typically distilled from barley, sweet potatoes, buckwheat, or rice.

Shiokoji-dori St.

Kyoto Station

as

Shabu-shabu

Shinmachi-dori St.

¥1,000
for smo
FINE
king

Tempura

in proh
ibited a
re

This is an izakaya where you can enjoy Japanese fusion
cuisine made from carefully selected ingredients. The
private rooms have an elegant ancient capital-style
theme. We have original dishes made from sources such
as healthy tofu, yuba*, fish, and meat. The Kyoto-style
garden atmosphere is loved by locals as it creates a sense
of relaxation. A wide variety of drinks including sake,
wine, shochu*, and original cocktails are available.

Nishinotoin-dori St.

Sashimi

Kyoto
Yodobashi

Chawanzaka

Otani Hombyo

Kiyomizudera
Temple
Smoking Area
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一乗寺 RAMEN
ICHIJOJI

eople hold that one of the
reasons for the high number
of ramen shops in Kyoto is the
equally high number of students
who reside in the city. There are
many universities in town, and it
is said that students account for
ten percent of the population. To
satisfy these hungry stomachs,
the culture of the “cheap, quick
and delicious” ramen emerged
and is continuously evolving.

ラーメン
I

E

中華そば専門店

CHINYU

SCALLIONS

B

らーめん

びし屋

RAMEN BISHIYA

TEL 075-711-3133

TEL 075-701-2828

ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺西閉川原町 29-7

ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺東杉ノ宮町 18-1
18-1 Ichijoji Higashisuginomiya-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11:30am-10pm *Shop closes when sold out.

OPEN 11:30am-3pm (Last order), 6pm-12am (Last order)

CLOSED Mon.

*Shop closes when sold out.

CLOSED Open every day

PRICE ￥1,000 〜 2,000

PRICE ￥1,000 〜 2,000

SMOKING No

SMOKING No URL http://bishiya.com/

A
r

B
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SEAWEED

an

C
Ichijōji

D

Ma nsh uin Mi chi

The Tsukemen or noodles served with dipping
broth and their topping
is really what sets this
shop apart. The pork
and fish extract based
broth has a distinctive
rich flavour. The thick
noodles compliment the
soup to perfection.

C 一乗寺ブギー

ICHIJOJI BOOGIE

SOUP

NOODLES
PICKLED BAMBOO SHOOTS

e
n Lin

ri

Ei za

i Do

h i oj i

a oj

Higas

Kit

Dori

E

ENGLISH MENU
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極鶏

MENYA GOKKEI

SLICED ROAST PORK

TEL 075-702-2944
ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺払殿町 24
24 Ichijoji Haraitono-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-12am（Last order）
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes

麺屋

29-7 Ichijoji Nishitojikawara-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

珍遊 一乗寺本店

CHINESE NOODLES ICHIJOJI STORE

A

Tak

n Kyoto, there is an infamous one kilometer stretch of road in Ichijoji known
as “Ramen Street” which is packed
with ramen shops. The typical Kyoto broth
is a pork-based soy sauce soup that is blackish in colour. The noodles are cooked until
soft and topped with char siu (sliced roast
pork), menma (pickled bamboo shoots) and
scallions. Ramen shops such as CHINYU,
TAKAYASU and TENTENYU follow this traditional style. These three old fashioned institutions are ever-popular and have people
queuing from open until close.
On the other hand, both Tsukemen (noodles
dipped in broth) and the rich and clouded
chicken bones-based broths have gained
popularity over the last few years. Some
shops have even crafted their own original
broth and noodles. Each bowl served is an
expression of the Kyoto tradition of tireless
attention to detail. If reading about all this
delicious ramen is making you hungry,
maybe it is a good time to head down to
Ichijoji. But remember, it is custom to order
one bowl of noodles per person.

One of the popular
shops in Ichioji. Their
unrivalled thick &
full-flavoured broth
is made by stewing
pork and chicken
bones for over 12
hours. The noodles
are also home-made.

Try a chicken broth
that is almost as
thick and creamy as
a carbonara sauce.
This is an extremely
popular location so
make sure to have
some time as you
will almost certainly
have to wait in line.

THERE ARE MANY
MORE RAMEN SHOPS
IN ICHIJOJI AREA!

An institution among
Ichijoji’s ramen
shops, with customers always lining up
in front of the store.
A mix of chicken
and pork bones used
to make the broth,
served with thin noodles cooked al’dente.

D 高安

TAKAYASU

TEL 075-712-5518

TEL 075-721-4878

ADDRESS 京都市左京区高野玉岡町 49-1
49-1 Takano Tamaoka-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺高槻町 10
10 Ichijoji Takatsuki-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-3am (Last order: 2:30am)

OPEN 11:30am-3am

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Irregular holidays

PRICE ￥1,000 〜 2,000

PRICE ￥1,000 〜 2,000

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

URL http://syakariki.jp/

URL http://takayasuramen.com/hp/index.htm
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RAMEN KAIRIKIYA

What is the relation between the two essential elements of ramen:

THE BROTH AND THE NOODLES?

the soup and the noodles used. Mr. Chiken is the

collaboration with individual shops owners, to pro-

president of a well-established noodle factory in Kyo-

duce the noodles which best match their particular

to MENYA TEIGAKU which supplies ‘custom-made’

ramen broth. We asked Mr. Chiken to share some of

noodles to a vast array of ramen shops around the

his knowledge on the pairing of soup and noodles.

Ka

b
wa

at

a

St

Hokusen St.

OPEN 11am-12am
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No
URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/001honten.html

ENGLISH MENU
Bank of Kyoto

MAP

Horikawa sSt.

As its name indicates, Shio ramen uses a salty broth.
Light and refreshing, it goes well
with thin, curly noodles. The
point here is their smoothness
and elasticity. Finally, since
their flavour will stand out
in this thin broth, they are
usually made with extra egg
yolk. Shio ramen is rather
uncommon in Kyoto.

Inokuma St.

Omiya St.

SHIO (SALT) RAMEN

27

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市北区紫竹下芝本町 61
61 Shichiku Shimoshibamoto-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

Kamigamo
Police
Station

OPEN 11am-12am
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No

Royal
Host

URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/002kitayama.html

四条烏丸店
ENGLISH MENU

P
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Subway
Karasuma Line

Karasuma St.

TEL 075-255-6122

Nishikikoji St.

ADDRESS 京都市中京区東洞院通錦小路下ル阪東屋町 657-3
657-3 Bantoya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

SHIJO Stn.

Daimaru
Dept.Store

OPEN 11am-12am

Shijo St.

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No

Hankyu Kyoto Line
KARASUMA Stn.

URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/003sijokarasuma.html

ENGLISH MENU
KYOTO SHIYAKUSYO-MAE Stn.
Kyoto Hotel
Okura

Kyoto Royal
Hotel & Spa

Sanjo St.

39 D-2
29

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条上ル恵比須町 435-2 ヒジカタ
ビル 1F ／ Hijikata building 1F, 435-2 Ebisu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-3am CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes *Non-smoking from 11am to 3pm

SANJO Stn.

Kawaramachi St.

The soy sauce ramen soup has the longest history and
is the most widely used broth.
Each shop has their own twist on
the recipe and as various different types of noodles can be
paired with this broth. However the favourite among
many shop owners is a fettucine-like flat wheat noodle
made with highly fragrant
domestically produced flour.

MAP

P

TEL 075-251-0303

Kehan Railway
Kawabata St.

Subway Tozai Line

38 B-3

Wi-Fi

河原町三条店

SHOUYU (SOY SAUCE) RAMEN

URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/004sanjokawaramati.html

丹波口店

TANBAGUCHI STORE

MAP

37 A-5

P

30

ENGLISH MENU
TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

TEL 075-874-4499

Gojo St.

Line
JR San-in

Kyoto
Research
Park

stablished in Kyoto ten years ago
and quickly gaining in popularity,
KAIRIKIYA has now opened branches
all over the country. Our ramen is characterized by the straightforward aftertaste of our clear chicken broth, blended with several types of soy sauce and
topped with high quality seabura. Tokusei Shouyu Kujo Negi Ramen, topped
with Kyoto’s famous kujo green onion
is a must if you are visiting the city
(Regular size –¥800, ¥864 with tax –
limited to 20 servings per day).

MAP

SHIJO KARASUMA STORE

KAWARAMACHI SANJO STORE

Miso-based broth is often used in Sapporo ramen (Hokkaido). A full-bodied soup, with a
deep but not overly rich flavor.
The noodles are made with extra egg whites, giving them a
uniform smooth surface and
more elasticity while conserving some firmness in
the middle. Very similar in
style to the old Japanese style
chuuka Chinese noodles.

36 A-1

P

TEL 075-493-2277

Post oﬃce

Kitayama St.

MISO RAMEN

E

ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺向畑町 17
17 Ichijoji Mukaibata-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

北山店

WHICH NOODLES ARE THE BEST MATCH?
This style of ramen is popular in Hakata, Kyushu. As the
soup itself is quite thick, we recommend straight, thin noodles. The
thick broth pools between the
thin noodles and makes them
easier to swallow. With Hakata ramen, it is also common
to ask for an extra serving of
noodles called Kaedama after
finishing the first one. This is
why portions are always a bit
smaller than other types of ramen.
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Wi-Fi

KITAYAMA STORE

TONKOTSU (PORK) RAMEN

36 D-1

P

TEL 075-712-0333
Shugakuin
International
House

.

ilw
ay

and texture to pair with the soup. He works in close

Ra

Chiken explains, there is a close relationship between

ENGLISH MENU
SHUGAKUIN Stn.
Kitayama St.

an

wheat flour to make noodles of varying thickness

Eiz

country. He uses over a dozen different kinds of

mined by the flavour of its broth. As Mr. Yoshinori

MAP

ORIGINAL STORE

Shirakawa St.

The quality of a bowl of ramen is not solely deter-

本店

THE NOT-TO-BEMISSED BOWL
IN KYOTO

ADDRESS 京都市下京区中堂寺北町 15-1
15-1 Chudoji Kitamachi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Nishi
Honganji
Temple

OPEN 11am-12am
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No
URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/050tanbaguti.html

67

ka
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The noodle factory was established in 1931. It now has
over 80 years of knowledge and experience and continues
to produce‘customized made noodles’to meet the
specifications of a vast array of ramen shops owners.

MAP

37 D-6

P

ENGLISH MENU
Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line

30

棣鄂

MENYA TEIGAKU
RAKUSAIGUCHI Stn.

*A few shops can unfortunately not be catered.

麺屋

AEON MALL KYOTO KATSURAGAWA STORE
KATSURA Stn.

Ramen noodles in Kyoto are on the soft side.
If you prefer firm noodles, you should ask for
Menkata (Japanese equivalent of al’dente).

イオンモール京都桂川店

o

M

ai n

L
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JR To

Mr. Yoshinori Chiken

TEL 075-925-5899
ADDRESS 京都市南区久世高田町 376-1 3F フードコート内
3F Food Court, 376-1 Kuzetakada-cho, Minami-ku, Kyoto
171

KATSURAGAWA Stn.
Kuzebashi
St.

31

OPEN 9am-10pm
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No
URL http://www.kairikiya.co.jp/tenpo/046kyotokaturagawa.html

Tokusei Shouyu Kujo Negi Ramen + seasoned egg topping
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KIBUNE : NATURAL ONSEN & RIVER DINING
A SHORT TRIP FROM KYOTO

NATURAL ONSEN A SHORT TRIP
FROM KYOTO CITY CENTER

A

trip to onsen (hot
springs) is a must
for any visitor to Japan, but few travel packages
include onsen trips because
onsen towns are located far
away from big cities. The
solution is TENZAN-NO-YU AT
SAGANO ONSEN, a Japanese
onsen a quick trip from the
center of Kyoto – it’s actually
within Kyoto city limits. The
naturally hot water bubbles forth constantly, bringing the warmth of the earth
to the surface from 1,200 meters below. Bathing in such
fresh, hot water is certain to
melt away the stress of travel. Tenzan-no-yu features
outdoor baths, shallow baths
where you can lie down for
a rest, and themed baths for
children. The high number
of regulars speaks to the novel style of the various
baths. And after your onsen experience, why not enjoy

gourmet KYOTO DINING? We have a full menu that
includes sushi and tempura. We also offer a wealth
of spa treatments, from Korean body scrubs and Thai
massages to reflexology and other treatments to relax
the body and the mind. Bathers often finish off their
spa course with another dip in the onsen.

Nothing says summer in Kyoto quite like sitting atop a flowing river in
Kibune. From a kawadoko - a platform installed above the surface of
a natural river - you can watch nearby cascades and feel the refreshing air off the river flowing beneath you, cooling down as you enjoy a
meal. The menu features Japanese dishes packed full of seasonal ingredients grown in Kyoto, and of course
salt-grilled ayu sweetfish straight from
the tank. Before or after eating, enjoy the
only natural onsen (hot springs) in Kibune that does not require an overnight
stay. Relax your body and mind with a
soak in various indoor and outdoor baths.

ONSEN NEAR KIBUNE SHRINE

*Kawadoko are set up from June 1 to September 30

貴船温泉 水源の森

天山之湯

KIBUNE ONSEN SUIGEN NO MORI TENZAN

MAP

37 D-5

P

NO YU
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TEL 075-741-5555
ADDRESS 京都市左京区鞍馬貴船町 18-2 ／ 18-2 Kuramakibune-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Onsen: 10am-9pm
Kawadoko: 11am-9pm (Last order: 7:30pm, Last admission: 7pm)
CLOSED Open every day from June through September
Mon. in October-May (unless public holiday, then it is the next day)
BATH ADMISSION Adults ¥1,500 weekdays, ¥1,600 Sat., Sun., and public holidays
(includes consumption tax and a ¥100 onsen tax)

Children (ages 4-12) ¥600 weekdays, ¥700 Sat., Sun., and public holidays
*We have two bathrooms. *Men's and women's baths alternate. Please inquire for more details.

AVERAGE From ¥7,600 during kawadoko season.
From ¥3,500 in spring, fall and winter. From ¥700 for light meals.
URL http://www.kibune-tenzan.jp/

We are confident you will find the relaxation you are
seeking at TENZAN-NO-YU AT SAGANO ONSEN. Include a daytime stop at an onsen in your Kyoto sightseeing itinerary!

GION OMIGYU BEEF YAKINIKU RESTAURANTS
ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通三条下ル 3 丁目弁財天町 26 ／ 3-26 Benzaiten-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

BATHING RULES

1F

・We refuse entry to people with tattoos or other body markings, or who appear to be intoxicated. If tattoos or drunkenness
is discovered after entry, offending customers will be escorted
from the premises.
・Please do not take pictures inside the facility.
・Please do not bring food or drinks into the facility.
・Do not use mobile phones inside the changing rooms or bath
areas.

さがの温泉
¥ 1,050
¥ 950

Ages 4-12
Age 3 or younger

¥ 500
FREE

CHILD

RENTALS
Towel set
Indoor wear
Indoor wear + towel set

32

¥ 200
¥ 200
¥ 300

天山の湯

SAGANO ONSEN TENZAN

Omigyu beef at reasonable prices. The true experience of eating delicious meat grilled over charcoal.
The popular restaurant features a unique interior
with cow-themed decorations. Japanese and visitors
from abroad alike can have a rousing good time. Not
only Yakiniku (grilled meat), steak is also popular.

MeetBowl

TEL 075-882-4126

OPEN 11:30am-3pm (Last order: 2pm)

P

56
32

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨野宮ノ元町 55-4-7
55-4-7 Sagano Miyanomoto-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-1am (Last admission: 12am)
Food service 11am-11:30pm ／ Drink service 11am-12am
Spa treatment 11am-12:50am (Last admission: 12am)
Korean body scrub 11am-12:40am (Last admission: 12am)
CLOSED Every 3rd Mon. (unless public holiday; then it is the next day)
URL http://www.ndg.jp/tenzan/

2F

TEL 075-533-0022

MAP

NO YU

34

MeetBowl

*Sat., Sun. and public holidays only

ENTRY FEE
ADULT General
General member

39 E-2

Yakiniku Hormone-Yaki

焼肉ホルモン

・Please do not enter the baths
while wearing swimsuits or
underwear.

MAP

P

5pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)
CLOSED Mon. (unless public holiday)
AVERAGE Around ¥5,000 SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.nawate-kyoto.jp/meetbowl/

WAGYU BEEF YAKINIKU

TOKU

The Kyoto foodies’ yakiniku restaurant. Opened in
2009, and the regulars have not stopped coming.
Meat dishes created by master meat artisans. You
won’t find a better place to enjoy yakiniku barbecue
in a laid-back setting.
和牛焼肉

徳

TEL 075-533-2929
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last oeder: 11pm)
CLOSED Mon. (unless public holiday)
AVERAGE Around ¥7,000
SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.nawate-kyoto.jp/toku/
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Kit aoji

嵐電嵐山線

梅小路蒸気機関車館

Umekoji
Steam Locomotive
Museum

丹波口駅

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

30
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Randen
Arashiyama Line

今出川通

妙蓮寺

二条城前駅

七条通

五条通
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東寺

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

東本願寺

Higashi Honganji

五条駅

GOJO Stn.

烏丸御池駅

Kujo

烏丸駅

高辻通

Takatsuji

B

渉成園

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI Stn.

Shosei-en Garden

万寿寺通

九条通

Manjuji

Matsubara 松 原 通

仏光寺通

Bukkoji

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

四条通

Shijo

KARASUMA Stn.

京都市役所前駅

京阪鴨東線

下鴨神社

四条通

東福寺駅

三十三間堂

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

豊国神社

通

智積院

知恩院

Chionin Temple

京都市動物園

今熊野観音寺
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Imakumano kannonji Temple
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KATSURAGAWA Stn.
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Kurama Temple
鞍馬寺
P33

RAKUSAIGUCHI Stn.

33

永観堂

Eikando Temple

霊鑑寺

Nanzenji Temple

Konchiin Temple
金地院

35 P34-35

岡崎神社

Okazaki Shrine

金戒光明寺

Konkai Komyoji Temple

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

Reikanji
Temple

金福寺

Kinpukuji Temple

92 P66,71

Shinnyo-do Temple
真如堂

詩仙堂

Shisen-do
Temple

26 P31

SHUGAKUIN Stn.

北大路通

川通

Kyoto Municipal Zoo

HIGASHIYAMA P50
Yasaka Shrine

東山駅

Chishakuin Temple

妙法院

C

京都市美術館

平安神宮

吉田神社

今出

御蔭通

Yoshida Shrine

Heian Jingu Shrine

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

Myohoin Temple

Toyokuni Shrine

五条

建仁寺

Kenninji Temple

祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO Stn.

Shijo

三条駅

TOFUKUJI Stn.

Shichijo

七条駅

SHICHIJO Stn.

Gojo

細見美術館

KEIHAN SANJO Stn.
SANJO Stn.

94 P66

聖護院

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

丸太町通

茶山駅

一乗寺駅
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CENTRAL KYOTO

ICHIJOJI Stn.

Kit aoji

本線

CHAYAMA Stn.

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

Chionji Temple

Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art

KYOTO P38-39

京阪三条駅

元田中駅

北山通

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kyoto University

Hosomi Museum

Marutamachi

熊野神社

Kumano Shrine

京大病院

Kyoto University
Hospital

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.
出町柳駅

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.
清水五条駅

松ヶ崎駅

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

Kitayama
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n
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Shimogamo Shrine
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KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.
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東寺駅
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52 P43

神社丸太町駅

JINGU
MARUTAMACHI Stn.

梨木神社

Nashinoki Shrine

北大路通

ra

TOJI Stn.

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

丸太町駅

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

京都迎賓館

Kyoto Guest
Palace

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

KYOTO STATION AREA P21

西本願寺

Nishi Honganji
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阪急京都線

錦小路通

蛸薬師通

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

押小路通

二条通

夷川通

竹屋町通

丸太町通

椹木町通

下立売通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

祖国寺

上御霊神社

Kitaoji

Kamigoryo Shrine

Shokokuji Temple

鞍馬口駅

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

KITAOJI Stn.
北大路駅

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

北山駅

KITAYAMA Stn.

JR
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A

P23

四条大宮駅

Kyoto Aquarium

Shichijo

Gojo

P47

Nishikikoji

Takoyakushi

Rokkaku

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

Oshikoji

Nijo

Ebisugawa

Takeyamachi

Marutamachi

Sawaragicho

中立売通

一条通

上長者町通

OMIYA Stn.
大宮駅 Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line
SHIJO OMIYA Stn.

四条通

京都府庁

Shimodachiuri

Kyoto Prefectural Office

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

二条城

Nijo Castle

三条会商店街

66

Nakadachiuri

Ichijo

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

Nishijin Textile Center

Imadegawa

P48

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

Myorenji Temple

北大路通

Sanjo-kai Shopping Arcade

Shijo

二条駅

NIJO Stn.

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

船岡山公園

Funaokayama Park

JR Sagano Line

大徳寺

Daitokuji Temple

今宮神社

地下鉄烏丸線

Imamiya Shrine

千本通

Senbon
JR嵯峨野線

Horikawa 堀 川 通
堀川通

B

富小路通

P31

油小路通

Aburanokoji

麩屋町通

27

西洞院通

寺町通

北山通

新町通

Shinmachi

Nishinotoin

御幸町通

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

1

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

河原町通

Kawaramachi

Subway Karasuma Line
烏丸通

Karasuma
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高倉通
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堺町通
Sakaimachi
Yanaginobanba 柳 馬 場 通
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Kyoto Line

通
東大路
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地下

Higash
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東大路通

Higashioji

叡山
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Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station
Police box(Koban)
SEVEN BANK ATM(Please refer to P8)
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
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Oike

Subway Tozai Line

P43
蛸薬師通

地下鉄烏丸線

Subway Karasuma Line

Takoyakushi

三条京阪駅

河原町通

KYOUEN

MOVIX Kyoto

44

P47

Higashi-oji

i

川端通

Hanamikoj

P41

花見小路

鴨川

Kamo River

56 P46
38 P40

通

三条駅

先斗町通

木屋町通

ミーナ京都

34 P33
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P55

77

P54,67
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46 P41
Nishiki Market 錦市場

P40

大垣書店 四条店

大丸

LAQUE
四条烏丸

KARASUMA Stn.
烏丸駅

Books JUNKUDO

ジュンク堂書店 京都店

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

Shijo

Yoshimoto Gion Kagetsu

10

よしもと祇園花月

OPA

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER

49 P42

KAWARAMACHI Stn.
河原町駅

Shijo

四条通

Fujii Daimaru
Dept. Store

Cocon Karasuma

藤井大丸

COCON KARASUMA

Takashimaya Dept. Store
髙島屋

四条通

Yasaka Shrine

Minamiza
Theater

P41 41
Kyoto MARUI

八坂神社

南座

京都マルイ

GION SHIJO Stn.
祇園四条駅

53 P44

四条駅

57

P18

阪急京都線

SHIJO Stn.

P46

50 P42
95

Daimaru Dept. Store

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma

39
P67

28 P31

Books OGAKI

42

SANJO Stn.

37 P40

Mina Kyoto

東大路通

40 P41

Kawabata

51

三条通

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.

29 P31

Pontocho

P45

64

P41

Sanjo

96

Kiyamachi

六角通

54

錦小路通

P67

MOVIX京都

寺町京極商店街

93
Rokkaku

Nishikikoji

63 P48

新京極商店街

P66

Rokkaku-do Temple
六角堂

60

Kawaramachi

寺町専門店会商店街

Ryogaemachi

Muromachi

Teramachi Shopping Arcade
Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

三条通

P45

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

P47

京都ロイヤル
ホテル＆スパ

三条商店街

55

P48

Tenshoji Temple

36 P40

Kyoto Royal
Hotel&Spa

Sanjo Arcade

三井ガーデンホテル
京都三条

ホテルモントレ京都

本能寺

天性寺

京都文化博物館

NTT

Mitsui Garden Hotel
Kyoto Sanjo

P42

Honno-ji Temple

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

両替町通

室町通

衣棚通

Koromonotana

新町通

Shinmachi

京都万華鏡ミュージアム

Sanjo

48

姉小路通

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum

The Museum of Kyoto

大垣書店 烏丸三条店

京阪鴨東線

Teramachi

京都市役所前駅

Zest Oike

ゼスト御池

Aneyakoji

Books OGAKI

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station
Police box(Koban)
SEVEN BANK ATM(Please refer to P8)
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas

KYOTO SHIYAKUSYO-MAE Stn.

御池通

烏丸御池駅

新風館

京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.

Shinpuhkan

47 P42

Kyoto Hotel Okura

Kyoto City Hall

地下鉄東西線

65 P48

押小路通

Oshikoji

Keihan Railway
Oto Line

寺町通

御幸町通

Gokomachi

麩屋町通

Fuyacho

富小路通

柳馬場通

Yanaginobanba

Tominokoji

堺町通

Takakura

Sakaimachi

高倉通

間之町通

車屋町通

東洞院通

Ainomachi

京都国際マンガミュージアム

Higasinotoin

Kyoto International Manga Museum

Kurumayacho

Karasuma

烏丸通

DOWN TOWN KYOTO

Ayanokoji

綾小路通

67
P49

Karasuma Kyoto Hotel
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からすま京都ホテル

祇園甲部歌舞練場

本線

仏光寺通
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Gion Kobu Kaburenjo

京阪

Bukkoji

Ke i h

97 P68

Kenninji Temple
Shimogyo
Police Station
下京署

建仁寺

Bukkoji Temple
Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto

佛光寺

ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

Takatsuji

P46

38

58

高辻通

Yasui Konpiragu Shrine
安井金比羅宮
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RESTAURANTS OF THE SELECTION OF ATTENTION

GET YOUR FILL OF WAGYU STEAK!
Indulge in a French style
Teppanyaki course. Our
courses start with French
hors d’oeuvres and finish
in style with a Japanese
Black Wagyu steak. We
use steaks that have
matured for two weeks
and developed flavor.
The meat being grilled in
front of your eyes is also
splendid performance!
鉄板焼きステーキ

VEGETEJIYA has served samgyeopsal
(grilled pork wrapped in vegetables)
since it established its original location in Kyoto. Choose from more than
20 kinds of meat, and from cheese and
over 30 other toppings to create a few
of the 4 trillion possible combinations!

三条 KYOUEN店

TEL 075-256-0333
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル

上大阪町 521 京都エンパイヤビル 8F
Empire Building 8F, 521 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
MAP

39 D-1

P

36

SMOKING No

2014 GOLD PRIZE

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥2,000

SMOKING Yes URL http://www.yamachan.co.jp/

MAP

P

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-241-2834
ADDRESS 京都市中京区材木町 174 黄桜木屋町ビル 2F

39 D-2
37

TEL 075-231-5518
ADDRESS 京都市中京区奈良屋町 291 コーストビル B1F

Coast Building B1, 291 Naraya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

40

MAP

P

38 C-3

TEL 075-251-1876

KAWARAMACHI LOCATION
Wi-Fi

マツオントコ

Cafe MATSUONTOKO
ENGLISH MENU

Kizakura Kiyamachi Building 2F, 174 Zaimoku-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ENGLISH MENU

カフェ

MAP

P

39 D-2
38

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通四条上ル中之町 538-6
538-6 Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-11pm (Last order: 10pm) *Lunch: 11am-5pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
SMOKING No
URL http://www.matsuontoko.net

39

SHIJO KARASUMA LOCATION
ADDRESS 京都市下京区綾小路通室町西入ル善長寺 133
133 Zenchoji, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

P

OPEN 5pm-11pm *Fri., Sat., and day before public holidays: 5pm-12am

AVERAGE ¥2,800 SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Open every day

MAP

SHIJO KIYAMACHI LOCATION

P

39 D-3
41

AVERAGE ¥2,800 SMOKING Yes

深草本店

MAP

TEL 075-645-1419

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通小橋西入ル真町 90 ヨシヤビル 2Ｆ

ADDRESS 京都市伏見区深草今在家 1-15 ジルコニア Bld1F
Zirconia Bldg. 1F, 1-15 Fukakusa Imazaike, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-12am *Sun. and public holidays: 5pm-11pm

OPEN 5pm-11pm *Fri. and Sat.: 5pm-12am

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥2,800 SMOKING Yes

POPULAR AMONG FOREIGNERS
Fried Wagyu Japanese
beef cutlets, medium
rare on the inside yet
crispy and crunchy
on the outside. Enjoy
with wasabi soy sauce,
sansho spice and salt,
Worcestershire sauce,
curry broth and more.
The original location in
Pontocho is a 100-yearold machiya (traditional tradesman’s house).

先斗町本店

PONTOCHO
ORIGINAL LOCATION

MAP

P

39 D-2
44

京都駅前店

KYOTO STATION
LOCATION

ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条通烏
丸東入ル真苧屋町 211
211 Maoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

AVERAGE ¥1,200
SMOKING No

Gottie’s BEEF
ゴッチーズ ビーフ

POPULAR AMONG FOREIGNERS

A cured meat shop often featured on TV for its famous one-pound steaks. Curing meat for 40 days softens it and gives it a mildly nutty aroma. Also serving
a wide array of red wines, salads and desserts.

21

TEL 075-365-4188

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥2,800 SMOKING Yes

45

ADDRESS 京都市中京区先斗町通

OPEN 11am-10pm

43

MAP
P

TEL 075-251-7888

三条下ル材木町 188
188 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-12am
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥1,200
SMOKING Yes

17

P

FUKAKUSA ORIGINAL LOCATION

TEL 075-252-3029

Yoshiya building 2F, Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

38 A-4
42

OPEN 5pm-11pm CLOSED Open every day

*Jelly-like food made from the starch of elephant yam.

SANJO KIYAMACHI LOCATION

MAP

ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通三条下ル大黒町 137 KYOUEN 内
Kyouen, 137 Daikokucho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

We have vegan items using vegetables locally harvested in Kyoto. The hamburger patty made from soy
bean and konnyaku* resembles the real thing!

OPEN 5pm-12:15am (Last order: 11:30pm)

40

四条烏丸店

TEL 075-361-0129

京都勝牛

*Sun. and public holidays: 5pm-11:15pm (Last order: 10:30pm)

39 E-2

KYOTO KATSU GYU

Fried Chicken Grand Prix
Chicken Wing Category

SEKAINO YAMACHAN

P

TEL 075-551-6501

四条木屋町店

OPEN 5pm-10pm (Last order)
AVERAGE ¥12,000

MAP

SANJO KYOUEN LOCATION

SO-FUKU

CLOSED Irregular holidays

VEGE TEJI YA
ベジテジや

素福

TEPPANYAKI STEAK

A KOREAN BBQ (SAMGYEOPSAL) RESTAURANT POPULAR AMONG LOCALS AND TOURISTS ALIKE

四条木屋町

Gottie’s Beef - Shijo Kiyamachi Location
TEL 075-221-2682
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通四条上ル鍋屋町 223

223 Nabeya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP

P

39 D-3

OPEN 11:30am-12am *Lunch11:30am-2pm
CLOSED Open every day

46

AVERAGE ¥4,000 SMOKING Yes

41

TOGIYA SEASONAL VEGETABLE CUISINE
Original vegetable dishes created with generous helpings of
seasonal vegetables. The owner
visits farms himself to select the
best, freshest local vegetables for
each dish. The salads and seiromushi bamboo steamer dishes
exhibit the essence of each vegetable and are popular with Japanese and non-Japanese alike.

Beer Dining

旬菜ダイニング

十祇家

ENGLISH MENU

MAP

39 D-1

P

Wi-Fi

47

TEL 075-241-2788
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木
町 496 アイル 竹 嶋 1F ／ Airu Takeshima 1F, 496
Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500
SMOKING Yes
URL http://togiya-dining.com/

Watch sports while
drinking beers of the
world. Bass Pale Ale
from England and other
foreign beers headline
a full menu with wine,
whiskey and Japanese
sake as well. Let’s make
some noise with the big
game on the big screen!

ビアダイニング

イヤサカ

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

Refraining from using ingredients of animal origin as best we
can, we produce variety of dishes primarily made of vegetables organically grown in our own farm located in North Kyoto. You can enjoy healthy foods without worrying about calories. In the same building on the first floor there is a notions
counter selecting the goods on the theme, “Natural and Comfortable Living”. The shop very popular among local women.

ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通六角下ル伊勢屋町 351
351 Iseya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

P

ENGLISH MENU

OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)

OPEN 5pm-11:30pm (Last order)

CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING No

PRICE from ¥1,000

CLOSED Irregular holidays

URL http://www.mumokuteki.com/

AVERAGE ¥3,000

1.Filling meal, yet very healthy hamburger made of Tofu bean curd. 2.Ramen
in pork bone-like soup made of soya milk, good to vegetarians too. 3.Fried
bean curd lees rich in dietary fiber yet low calories.

SMOKING Yes
URL http://www.iyasaka-dining.com/

MARUYA

KYOTO CUISINE IN A
EUROPEAN ATMOSPHERE

You can enjoy delicious Kyoto-style home
cooking at reasonable
prices. We also have a
wide variety of refreshing drinks that will go
great with your meal.
Gyoza

¥ 480

You can enjoy Wine and Char-grilled steaks. We
have more than 10 kinds of meat and 12 different glass wines available. We also have a variety
of a la carte menus to choose from.

Okonomiyaki

¥ 550

Kyoto-style
Deep-fried Tofu

¥ 530

Wagyu Course

Table Charge

¥ 250

39 D-3
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TEL 075-252-4444
ADDRESS 京都市中京区先斗町通四条上ル鍋屋町 214 弥栄ビル

先 斗 町 2F ／ Yasaka Building Ponto-cho 2F, 214 Nabeya-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-2am (Last order: 1:30am)
*Same opening hours if day before public holiday
*Sun. and public holidays: 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING Yes

Please refrain from calling the restaurant directly.
English menu not available.

42

51

Wi-Fi

棚町 59-2 2・3F／ 2F/3F, 59-2 Koromonotanacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

P

38 C-2

cafe&foods (2F)

48

TEL 075-213-7733

隠家

MAP

P

OPEN 12pm-7pm *Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 11:30am-7:30pm

38 A-2

IZAKAYA
SHIJO KIYAMACHI LOCATION

ワインと炭火焼

3

TEL 075-229-6996

MAP

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通室町西入ル衣

MAP

2

goods&wears (1F/B1)

TEL 075-256-5177

¥ 5,300 +tax

1

mumokuteki

mumokuteki

IYASAKA

HEALTHY FOODS NOT CONTAINING
INGREDIENTS OF ANIMAL-ORIGIN

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

Akagai clam sashimi carved into flower-petal
shapes with scintillating knife skills, tazuna sushi
rolls with colorful ingredients in twisting patterns,
and other dishes prepared with visual appeal in
mind as well as taste. The owner feels free to create
a dreamy atmosphere because her shop is not bound
by tradition. The interior is not traditional Japanese;
the interior theme is held together by Italian furniture that provides the height of design and seating
comfort. Delicious memories created here will certainly join the precious memories of your travels.

Kyoto-style Udon ¥ 500
Zarusoba

居酒屋

¥ 500

京料理 夢懐石 谷ぐち
KYOTO CUISINE YUME-KAISEKI

TANIGUCHI

まるや 四条木屋町店

ENGLISH MENU

MENU WITH PHOTOS

MAP

P

TEL 075-241-0819

39 D-3
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通四条上ル鍋屋町 223

223 Nabeya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-2am (Last order: 1am)

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING Yes

Saturdays are especially busy.
Please refrain from calling the restaurant directly.
At least one drink and one dish order per person please.

Gosho-guruma 8 items ¥5,000 + tax
*Menu subject to seasons and availability.

MAP
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TEL 075-213-0131
ADDRESS 京都市中京区富小路通竹屋町上ル桝屋町 329 御所南ヒルズ 1F
Goshominami Hills 1F, 329 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-3pm (Last order: 2pm)
5pm-10pm (Last order: 8pm)
CLOSED Wed.
PRICE
from ¥5,000 SMOKING No
URL http://www.dicube.co.jp/taniguchi/

At least one order per person please.
Please refrain from calling the restaurant directly.
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Appetizing Japanese Beef Steak at
Traditional Machiya House Izakaya

GIVE THIS PLACE A TRY
FOR A GOOD SHABUSHABU!

SPIT ROASTING

from ¥ 170 (per skewer)

ORIGINAL APOLLO FRIED
DUMPLINGS (6 pieces)

¥ 420

TEMPURA ON SKEWERS

¥ 1,620 (for 10 skewers)

KUSHIKATSU, FRIED SKEWERS
from ¥ 120 (per skewer)

KYO APOLLO ROKKAKU
京アポロ六角

075.212.2233

tel.
http://www.kyo-apollo.jp/

MAP
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区六角通
高倉西入ル滕屋町 178
178 Chigiriya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am
（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）

CLOSED Open every day

S

habu shabu is a very popular dish in Japan; soft
slices of pork loin lightly boiled in water and
then dipped in a special sauce. If you would like
to try it out in Kyoto, we recommend TONSHABU HIDE.
The domestically produced ‘Awa Pork’ is renowned for
its delicate balance of lean meat
and fat content and no trace of
smell. Appreciate both its flavour
and texture. At TONSHABU HIDE,
you can also try out chicken
shabu shabu. There, you will be
served ‘Awa Odori Chicken’, high
quality chicken that has been
farmed and bred in a spacious,
stress-free environment. It is a
healthy cut, with low fat content
and a distinctive sweetness to it.
A good shabu shabu requires a good dipping sauce and
TONSHABU HIDE has
three; a soy sauce based
dip mixed with ponzu vinegar for the freshness and
acidity of citrus, a serving
of mineral-rich Bolivian
pink salt from the Andes
and a creamy grounded-sesame dressing.
And to finish, add a serving of egg noodles to the
pot for a shabu-ramen! The
broth, in which the meat
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SMOKING Yes

SIRLOIN STEAK 100g ¥2,500

and vegetables have been cooking throughout your
meal, is to die for! At TONSHABU HIDE, you will also be
able to order from an extensive Japanese cuisine carte
that includes items such as fried skewers or cutlets.

Special Japanese beef charcoal grilled
fillet steak 100g
from ¥ 2,500
Fresh vegetable salad, made from Kyoto
¥ 890
Kyo-yasai* tempura platter

¥ 680

Japanese Gyoza Apollo original fried
Dumplings (6 pieces)

¥ 380

*Certified traditional vegetables locally harvested in Kyoto

北新地 豚しゃぶ 英 京都四条烏丸店
KITASHINCHI TONSHABU HIDE
KYOTO SHIJO KARASUMA LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

APOLLO PLUS
アポロプラス

MAP

P
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075.253.6605

tel.
http://www.apollo-plus.net/
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Wi-Fi

MAP
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38 B-2
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TEL 075-708-8366
ADDRESS 京都市下京区高倉通四条下ル高材木町 226 前田ビル 2F
Maeda building 2F, 226 Takazaimoku-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通堺町東入ル
桝屋町 67 NEOS 三条 2F・3F
NEOS Sanjo Building 2F/3F,
67 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11pm, drink Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Designated area

OPEN 5pm-12am

URL http://shabushabu-hide.com/index.html

（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）

Special Japanese beef fillet cutlet with
home made demi-glace sauce 100g from ¥2,500

CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes
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ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
SHABU-SHABU & STEAK
We recommend shabu-shabu,
where you eat thinly sliced beef
and pork loin after briefly dipping
it into boiling broth. (from ¥1,280
for women, from ¥1,580 for men).
A full 90-minute all-you-can-eat
menu that includes sukiyaki and
steak. Enjoy delicious meat cooked
to your liking - by you!

TRY OUR MULTIPLE
VARIETIES OF GYOZA*

ニクゴテン

*Dumplings

Plump Gyoza (4 pieces)
Green Leafy Veg Gyoza (6 pieces)
Ramen

しゃぶしゃぶ・ステーキ・鉄板鍋 食べ放題

MAP

P
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Shabu-Shabu/Sukiyaki/Steak-Hormone-Pot
All-You-Can-Eat NIKUGOTEN

56

¥ 480 +tax

Japanese Beef Steak (a portion)

¥ 550 +tax

Japanese Beef Hot Pot Dishes
Sukiyaki or Shabushabu (a portion)

葱屋平吉 先斗町店

TIGER GYOZA HALL

NEGIYA HEIKICHI

Wi-Fi

PONTO-CHO LOCATION

TEL 075-708-5212

TEL 075-251-6511

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 314-1 Uradeyama-cho, Nakagyo-ku , Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条下ル山崎町 238 あじびる河原町 9F

Ajibiru Kawaramachi Building 9F, 238 Yamazaki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:15pm)

from ¥ 2300 +tax

¥ 3800 +tax
*Photo is deluxe version

¥ 680 +tax

タイガー餃子会館
ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

HIGH QUALITY MEAT DISHES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

OPEN 11:30am-3pm (Last order: 2:30pm)
5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

ADDRESS 201-4 Shimokoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

*Sun. and public holidays: 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

SMOKING Yes
Japanese-style seating available for groups of 7-48 people (reservations required)

URL http://kiwa-group.co.jp/restaurant/190/

OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)

MAP

P

SMOKING Designated area

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-256-8808

38 A-3

CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
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URL http://kiwa-group.co.jp/restaurant/177/

MAP
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GIVE THE TRADITIONAL
PERFORMING ART OF
TAIKO A GO!
You will be able to enjoy the traditional Japanese artform

Traditional Kyo-machiya house dining, only 2
minutes walking distance from Yasaka shrine.
Our most popular dish is Chicken and vegetable
hot pot. A wide variety of side items such as edamame, tempura, ramen are available. We also
have a special menu where you can be accompanied by apprentice geisha during your meal.
京町家ダイニング

ここ家 祗園八坂別邸

KYO-MACHIYA HOUSE DINING
COCOYA GION YASAKA VILLA
ENGLISH MENU

MAP
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-541-8800
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園新橋通東大路西入ル林下町 434-2
434-2 Rinka-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

文具店

TAG

http://www.takedajimuki.co.jp/e/

FLAGSHIP LOCATION
Tax-free Shop

MAP
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TEL 075-351-0070
ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通高辻下ル薬師前町 707

烏丸シティコア 1F ／ Karasuma City Core Building 1F,
707 Yakushimae-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9:30am-8pm *Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 10am-7pm

NIJO LOCATION
TEL 075-222-7123

MAP
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of Taiko Drumming as a sport. At TAIKO-LAB KYOTO, we
have prepared lessons to let you casually experience the
beautiful yet powerful taiko performances. Even if you
do not speak Japanese, just watch and follow the teacher.
Though some of you may be apprehensive at first, you
will feel great after a session of drumming! Do not miss
out this unique experience available here in Kyoto.

Try out session (1 person 1 hour)

TAIKO-LAB 京都
TAIKO-LAB KYOTO

¥ 5,000

MAP

37 A-5
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TEL 0120-923-915
ADDRESS 京都市下京区高辻大宮町 113-4
113-4 Takatsuji Omiya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

SMOKING Yes

59
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条下ル
秋野々町 513 京都第一生命泉屋ビル 1F
Kyoto Daiichi Seimei Izumiya Building 1F, 513 Akinono-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

URL http://www.coco-ya.com/

OPEN 9:30am-7:30pm *Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 10am-7pm

URL http://www.taiko-center.co.jp

OPEN 6pm-2:30am CLOSED Irregular holidays

46

KYOTO'S LARGEST SELECTION
OF STATIONERY GOODS

OPEN 9：30am-7pm
CLOSED Sun. and public holidays
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WITNESS THE MESMERIZING TRICKS OF
OUR GREAT MAGICIANS WHILE ENJOYING
BEER FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD!
It will be difficult to choose from our enormous selection of drinks! We have 220 kinds of beer (domestic and
imported), in addition to 90 varieties of sake. Alcoholic
drinks start from ¥300,
food items from ¥100,
magic show and table
charge are free. With the
unique combination of
magic and drinks, you
will be highly satisfied.

ヴィエルジュ

ダイニングバー

Beer & Magic Bar VIERGE
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-741-8740
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル
一筋目西入ル恵比寿町 534-13 1F
1F, 534-13 Ebisu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP

OPEN 11am-2pm (Last order), 7pm-2am (Last order)

39 D-1

P

CLOSED Open every day

63

SMOKING Yes URL https://www.facebook.com/BarVierge

Kimura Hideki, also known as Ki-Yan, became
a painter just before his 60th birthday. Prior to
this, he was a successful rock concert producer.
He has painted over 150 murals which can be
found in Kyoto and around the world. His works
attract many people with their dynamic touch.
In this exhibition there are more than 100 of
his paintings, including Byobu (folding screen),
Fusumae (sliding door picture), Tapestry (Buddhism banner), Kakejiku (hanging scroll).

Rimpa 400th Anniversary Special Exhibition

Ki-Yan Collection
Panorama Rimpa Rock

MAP

38 A-1
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September 3rd

thu

-

17th

thu

7F Grand Hall, Kyoto Takashimaya

10am - 8pm (Last entry: 7:30pm)
*The final day (17th) until 5pm
(Last entry: 4:30pm)

MAP
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39 D-3

Admission Fee (including tax)
67
General: ¥800 (¥600)*
University / High school students: ¥600 (¥400)*
Junior high school students or younger: FREE
MAP

MAP

P

38 A-2
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P

37 A-4
66

*( ) is the discount price for advance tickets or
groups of 10+ people
Kimura Hideki Official Website: www.ki-yan.com
Sponsored by: “What’s Art?!” Executive Committee
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東山

WALK AROUND HIGASHIYAMA
IN KIMONO!
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Yoshimoto Gion Kagetsu
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東山署

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

Tea ceremony at
Kodai-ji’s Kasa-tei Teahouse

Magical Illumination of
Shoren-in Temple

At Kodai-ji Temple, famous for its connection to the Sengoku era shogun Toyotomi Hideyoshi, enjoy a tea ceremony
in the Kasa-tei teahouse just as the shogun used to do.

Shoren-in Temple in the Higashiyama area was used as a temporary imperial palace during the Edo Period (1603-1868). Light
itself is the principle image at this temple, and an evening visit
will reveal a mysteriously profound world lit in blue light.

Period: Oct. 17 to Oct. 31 OPEN 9:30am-4pm
PRICE ￥1,500 (Excluding admission fee) *Ceremony may be cancelled
for special occasions. TEL 075-561-9966

50

Illumination period: Oct. 30 to Dec. 6 (planned)
OPEN 6pm–9:30pm ADMISSION ￥800 TEL 075-561-2345

kimono adds the final touch to the
quintessential Kyoto experience
of strolling around Higashiyama.
YUME KYOTO is a rental kimono shop
very close to Yasaka-jinja Shrine. There
you can rent a kimono starting from the
very reasonable price of ¥3,000. We recommend making reservations online in advance.
Oh, to wear a lovely kimono and visit KIYOMIZU-DERA TEMPLE! It takes roughly 20 minutes on foot from Yume
Kyoto, and you will walk on stone-paved roads and through a lane of
souvenir shops leading to the temple. The
richly colored gate and main hall veranda
that offers a view of the city are just some of
the sights to see at one of the most famous
temples and sightseeing spots in Kyoto.
We recommend curry
udon for lunch. For
over 40 years in Gion,
the restaurant MIMIKOU has delighted
locals with its udon
topped with delectable curry. Tempura is a heartier lunch option.
Tempura likely originated in Kyoto and Osaka
around the 17th century and, along with sushi, is a
well recognized Japanese food. Oil has long been widely used in Kyoto
for things like lighting lanterns at temples and shrines; thus, tempura has probably been eaten in Kyoto for quite some time. TEMPURA
ENDO YASAKA offers a hearty mix of vegetable, seafood and other
types of tempura amidst magnificent Japanese architecture.
For those who absolutely need something
sweet after a meal, look no further than dango, a traditional Japanese treat. Enjoy dango,
matcha green tea and sweets made with matcha at JUMONDO, located near Higashiyama
symbol
Yasakano-to
Pagoda.
Once you have had your fill, head
toward Hanamikoji Street, a quintessential Kyoto street lined on both
sides with old ryotei Japanese
restaurants and where you may even encounter a maiko (apprentice geisha). GION
CORNER at the south end of Hanamikoji is
a spot where you can view the traditional Japanese performing arts of kyomai
(Kyoto-style dance), kado flower arrangement and sado tea ceremony in one place.
There are discount tickets to these events,
a must see for people who want to experience traditional Japanese culture.

清水寺

MAP

KIYOMIZU-DERA TEMPLE
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ENGLISH ROUTE NOTICE
TEL 075-551-1234
ADDRESS 京都市東山区清水１丁目 294
1-294 Kiyomizu, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 6am-6pm (Varies depending on the season)
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION High school students and older: ￥300 ／
Elementary and Junior high school students: ￥200
SMOKING No
URL http://www.kiyomizudera.or.jp/lang/01.html

レンタル着物

夢京都 祇園店

RENTAL KIMONO SHOP YUME KYOTO GION
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-561-9410

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 300 ACROSS 八坂
ビル 4F ／ ACROSS Yasaka building 4F, 300 Gion-machi,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-8pm (Last admission: 6pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ￥3,000 SMOKING No
URL http://www.yumekyoto-kimono.com/english/index.html

京都祇園 天ぷら八坂

圓堂

TEMPURA ENDO YASAKA GION
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-551-1488

ADDRESS 京都市東山区八坂通東大路西入ル小松町 566
566 Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-3pm(Last order: 2:45pm)
5pm-10pm(Last order: 9:15pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE

￥4,000 ～ 8,000

￥10,000 ～ 15,000

SMOKING No
URL http://www.gion-endo.com/english/information.html

京のカレーうどん

味味香

KYOTO CURRY-UDON MIMIKOU
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-525-0155
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 528-6
528-6 Gion-machi Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-8:30pm (Last Order: 8pm)

CLOSED Open every day PRICE ￥1,000 ～ 2,000
SMOKING No URL http://www.mimikou.jp/english/

十文堂

MAP
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JUMONDO

P

TEL 075-525-3733
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ADDRESS 京都市東山区玉水町 76

76 Tamamizu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-5:30pm CLOSED Wed. Thu.
PRICE ￥1,000 ～ 2,000
SMOKING No URL http://jumondo.jp/index.html

弥栄会館

ギオンコーナー

YASAKA HALL GION

CORNER

ENGLISH DISPLAY

MAP
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TEL 075-561-1119
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-2 弥栄会館内
Ya s a k a H a ll , 5 7 0 - 2 G i o n - m a c h i M i n a m i g a w a ,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN from 6pm, from 7pm *Fri., Sat., Sun., and public
holidays from December until the second week of March.
CLOSED Jul. 16, Aug. 16, Dec. 29 ～ Jan. 3
ADMISSION ¥3,150, ¥2,500 (From July 1 through

February 28.) *We are making discount during other periods.
SMOKING No
URL http://www.kyoto-gioncorner.com/global/en.html
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ALL YOU CAN EAT WITHIN 2HOURS
Japanese-Beef
¥ 4,180+tax
Wagyu-Kuroge
¥ 6,180 +tax
SPECIAL
Kobe-Beef 1plate(150g)

¥ 9,800 +tax

GION GYUZEN
祇園 牛禅

075.533.3344

tel.
http://www.k-company.net/gion.html

Japanese-Beef Steak 1/ 2 lb
(approx. 225g)
¥ 2,480+tax

Ohmi-Beef Rib Roast Steak
(120g)

¥ 2,480 +tax

THE AGLIO GARDEN
アーリオ・ガーデン

075.533.8989

tel.
http://www.k-company.net/agliogarden/

information for both restaurants

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 323 祇園会館 4F ／ Gion Kaikan Building 4F, 323 Gionmachi Kitagawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:20pm) *Sat., Sun., and day before public holidays: 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING [GION GYUZEN] Yes, [THE AGLIO GARDEN] No
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NEW JAPANESE ART
ORIGINATES FROM KYOTO

T

he kimono is a typical article of traditional Japanese culture. Unfortunately, opportunities to
wear kimono have become scarce in modern
Japan, as Western clothing has become the norm. One
artist is using the novel technique of coating kimono
and obi (kimono sashes) in glass to present them in a
new form - as pieces of art.
The artist’s name is Mitsuyasu Yokota, and he calls his
original genre of art WaGlass (Japanese glass). The defining characteristic of WaGlass
is the coloring
that glass coating
gives the kimono. A seemingly
wet gloss covers
the colored patterns and gives
off shimmering
sparkles when
played upon by
lights. The coated kimono are from various periods of
history and were weaved and dyed in many different
ways. Yokota coated them in ways that brought out the
gloss and color profiles
in his imagination.
“The glass coating seals
the kimono, protecting
them from insect damage,” Yokota said. “I
have some vintage kimono that exhibit the
skills of artisans from
the Edo Period (16031868), but there is a lot

54

Experience the calm beauty of Kyoto and delicious Japanese cuisine in a
relaxed atmosphere, together with Hello Kitty!

Hello Kitty Teahouse
of value in the weaving,
dyeing, embroidery and
other ornamental features. Thus, I have put
my heart and soul into
preserving each and
every one of them.” The coating is expected to preserve
the kimono in their current state for over 100 years.
Various items populate Yokota’s gallery located in the
Gion neighborhood of Kyoto - wall decorations and tables that exhibit WaGlass techniques, lighting fixtures
that lend an air of refinement, charming ornamental
plates and coasters, and more. Each piece of art embodies the beauty of the seasons and opens the door to the
Japanese soul, which exists amidst the changing of the
seasons. “I strive to employ traditional Japanese culture
to create modern, interior art that I can share proudly
with the world,” Yokota said. His works have garnered
praise from all corners of the world, and he has a solo
exhibit in New York to go along with permanent exhibits in galleries in New York and New Jersey.
Come experience the sparkling of WaGlass - a new kind
of art born right here in Kyoto.

We welcome you to enjoy the best of traditional Japanese cuisine in delightful
Hello Kitty style.
We oﬀer a Kitty-ﬁlled menu that includes wagashi (Japanese confectionary),
and other sweets crafted by specialist confectioners, and we highly
recommend the lattes and marshmallow parfaits ‒ all with a delightful touch
of Kitty, and Daniel too!
There is no better place than this teahouse to experience all the sweetness of
Hello Kitty!

MAP
ADDRESS
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京都市東山区桝屋町 363-22-2

P

363-22-2 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto-shi
TEL

76

075-541-1210

OPEN

10:30-18:00 (Last Order Food/16:30

Drinks・Sweets/17:30)

COST Food \980~ Sweets\300~
CLOSE

無休 Open everyday

SMOKING

全席禁煙 Not permitted

URL http://www.telacoya.co.jp/kt/
ENGLISH MENU

CHINESE MENU

KOREAN MENU

1. Kitty namafu parfait 2. Dressed in kimono, Hello Kitty is
waiting to greet you at our teahouse! 3. Kitty Kyo-Gozen
4. Cafe latte and confectionary varieties change seasonally.

FULL KIMONO
SET RENTAL
from
和硝子屋

園ギャラリー

WaGlass Gallery Room Gion

¥3,000+tax
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ENGLISH GUIDE
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TEL 075-746-5802
ADDRESS 京都市東山区元吉町 70
70 Motoyoshi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5:30pm
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
URL http://www.kyoto-waglass.com/english/

MITSUYASU YOKOTA SOLO EXHIBISION (USA)
September: Brooklyn
October: New York (Chelsea)
November: Austin
See Facebook page for details

KYOTO GION-YA is a kimono
rental shop which is 5 minutes walking distance from
Yasaka shrine. Wearing kimono makes exploring Kyoto
much more fun!

KIMONO RENTAL KYOTO
着物レンタル 京都祇園屋

GION-YA

MAP

P

39 E-3
77

TEL 075-551-7308
ADDRESS 京都市東山区縄手通四条上ル三丁目弁財天町 13 祇園縄手ホワイ
トビル 3F
Gion Nawate White Building 3F, 13 Benzaiten-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-7pm URL http://www.kyoto-gionya.com/
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嵐山

WALK ARASHIYAMA IN A DAY
WITH AN EARLY START

T

he walk around Arashiyama starts at Chikurin-no-komichi, a
path through a bamboo forest. The bamboo shoots straight
up toward the sky and creates a nearly 100 meter-long green
path. The air is particularly clear in early mornings, when there are
few people about.
If the path through the bamboo forest gives you a flavor of traditional
Japan, why not head to KANSHUNDO, a longstanding wagashi Japanese sweets shop, to try your hand at creating wagashi? The skilled
staff offer demonstrations and allow visitors to try making a variety
of wagashi. Then, visitors enjoy one of their wagashi with matcha
green tea, and take the rest home with them.
京都嵐山

モンキーパークいわたやま

ARASHIYAMA MONKEY

A

WHY ARE THERE MANY
MONKEYS IN ARASHIYAMA?
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Hankyu Railway Arashiyama Line
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rashiyama bustles
with crowds of tourists. Why would
monkeys choose to be in a
place with so many people?
History shows that during the
Heian Period (794–1185), nobles became enamored with
Arashiyama and built villas
there, creating a tranquil and
picturesque scene. We have
long known of the presence
of monkeys on Arashiyama Muromachi Period (1392–1573)
documents mention monkeys
on the mountain.
The popular ARASHIYAMA
MONKEY PARK IWATAYAMA
opened in 1957, when researchers from Kyoto University and
others began to study the nihonzaru Japanese monkey, and
when, in an effort to combine
the objectives of the research
with regional development,
people began to feed the
monkeys living freely on the
mountain. Now roughly 120
monkeys live within the park.

Ukai Cormorant Fishermen
Spell Summer in Arashiyama

Magical, Lantern-Lit
Arashiyama Mountain

Board a yakatabune pleasure boat to watch cormorant fishermen (known as ukai or ujo) use their birds to reel in fish. The
amazing control of the fishermen is a sight to behold with the
firelight of the boats dancing on the surface of the river.

Early every winter, Chikurin-no-komichi (a path through a bamboo forest), Togetsukyo Bridge and the rest of the Arashiyama
area is illuminated. Enjoy Ikebana flower arrangements you
cannot see on a normal night in the Arashiyama area. Andon
paper lanterns made by residents of Kyoto help set the mood.

Boarding: 7pm and 8pm through Aug. 31. From Sep. 1 to Sep. 23, 6:30pm
and 7:30pm. CLOSED Aug. 16 and days with heavy rain, flooding or strong
winds FARE ¥1,800 for adults TEL 075-861-0302 (Arashiyama Tsusen)
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Illumination period: 12/11 to 12/20 Time: 5pm-8:30pm
URL http://www.hanatouro.jp/e/index.html

PARK

IWATAYAMA

NO
POSTPONEMENT
FOR RAIN

ENGLISH DISPLAY
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TEL 075-872-0950

ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山元録山町 8
8 Arashiyama Genrokuzan-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto

Arashiyama features a wide range of traditional ryotei Japanese
restaurants, cafes and tea houses. There are many lunch options, but
the best may be OTSUKA, voted the best Japanese restaurant of 2015
by non-Japanese on TripAdvisor. The
owner, a former butcher, provides surprisingly high quality wagyu Japanese
beef at reasonable prices. Be sure to
have your fill of the meat broth with its
sweetness characteristic of wagyu. If
fish is what you crave, HANANA is the restaurant for you. Try some tai (sea bream) sashimi
drizzled with homemade goma sesame dressing, then place it on top of your rice and pour
piping hot tea over it to enjoy the distinctly
Japanese ochazuke style.
The walk ends at the immensely popular
ARASHIYAMA MONKEY PARK IWATAYAMA. Along the way you will cross Togetsukyo
Bridge, a picturesque symbol of Arashiyama
that stretches around 150 meters across the Oigawa River. Be sure to take advantage of the photo opportunity before crossing! The entrance of ARASHIYAMA
MONKEY PARK IWATAYAMA is upstream from the south side of Togetsukyo Bridge. Many monkeys roam through the 6,000-square-meter natural park that awaits after a 20-minute climb up the mountain
trail. In addition to the rare
opportunity to see monkeys in the wild, the park
contains observation decks
with wonderful views. On
clear days, the park is a
great place to stand above
Kyoto to see all the places
you have visited.

OPEN Mar. 15 ～ Oct. 31 9am-5:30pm (Last admission:
5pm), Nov. 1 ～ Mar. 14 9am-4:30pm (Last admission: 4pm)
CLOSED Open every day
(except in case of heavy rainfall or typhoon)
ADMISSION ￥550 SMOKING No
URL http://www.kmpi.co.jp/index.html

甘春堂 嵯峨野店

KANSHUNDO SAGANO STORE

MAP
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TEL 075-861-5488
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨釈迦堂大門町 1-1

1-1 Sagashakado Daimon-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm, Tea shop 10am-5pm
CLOSED Open every day (Except on Jan.1)
URL http://www.kanshundo.co.jp/museum/make/annai_e.htm

Japanese Sweets Confectionery Classes

Held four times a day ／ Reservation Required ／
English Menu and Information Available
PRICE ￥2,160

鯛匠

HANANA

TAISHOU HANANA
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-862-8771

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町 26-1
26-1 Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN from 11am *Shop closes when sold out.
CLOSED Irregular holidays PRICE from ￥2,000
SMOKING No URL http://hanana-kyoto.com/top.html

おおつか
OTSUKA

ENGLISH MENU

MAP
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TEL 075-864-7989
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町 20-10
20-10 Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-3pm(Last order: 2:30pm)
CLOSED Thu. PRICE ￥1,100 ～ 5,900
SMOKING No URL http://www.otsukabeef.com/
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OPEN-AIR CAFÉ NEAR THE MONKEY PARK

T

he TOGETSU CAFÉ opened
its doors in April 2014
and soon gained a reputation as the new hot spot in
Arashiyama. Enjoy an authentic coffee or espresso, freshly
brewed by the in-house baristas under the stylish glass and
tiles roof of this modern Japanese
building. TOGETSU also offers delicious snacks such as
Yakionigiri (¥432)
[grilled rice ball]
or Ushi to Yuba no
Kushiage (¥475)
[beef and tofu skin
skewers] as well
as some of Kyoto’s
delicious confectionaries such as
Shiratama Zenzai (¥432) [sweet red bean soup with mochi] or Kuzukiri Parfair [arrowroot sundae] (¥626).

If the weather allows, all of the above (aside from
espressos) are available for take-out and can be enjoyed outside together over a breathtaking view of
Nakanoshima Park and the banks of the Katsura River.
As the entrance to the popular Arashiyama Monkey
Park Iwatayama is just a short walk from the café, it is
a good place to stop at during your visit.
For authentic Japanese meal in Arashiyama, we
recommend a visit to the neighbouring TOGETSUTEI
SHOFU PAVILION. The spacious pavilion hall is lined
with elegant tatami mats while tables and chairs are

トゲツカフェ

TOGETSU CAFÉ
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MUST-EAT ARASHIYAMA
GOURMET CUISINE
available for those who find
sitting on the floor less comfortable. Enjoy your Tofu
Kaiseiki (¥5,400), a culinary
experience centered on boiled tofu and other local specialties, in this refined and serene atmosphere.
We recommend this set as an opportunity to experience tofu from some of Kyoto’s most established tofu
makers, for example SAGATOFU MORIKA or MAMESHIGE. They are best served piping hot with a deli-

cious homemade tofu broth. Complementing the piece
de resistance are ten beautifully arranged side-dishes,
such as grilled fish and a variety of seasonal hors
d’oeuvres. For those who experience kaiseki for the
first time, TOGETSUTEI’s friendly kimono-clad staff is
available to answer any questions.
We also offer Takebento (¥3,240), a bamboo basket
packed with delicious items, for those with little time
to sit and dine or ladies who have a smaller appetite.
This colorful basket
incorporates vivid
colors, consistent
with the Japanese
tradition of presenting food.
Kyoto is rich
with vibrant attractions, but Arashiyama still maintains a reputation as one of the city’s
finest attractions. Why not make TOGETSU CAFÉ your
base and explore the area at your leisure?

京都 嵐山温泉 渡月亭別館

松風閣

SHOFUKAKU TOGETSUTEI BEKKAN ARASHIYAMA ONSEN KYOTO
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi
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YOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU
serves creative
Japanese dishes
with the finest
ingredients Kyoto has to offer yudofu (boiled
tofu), Kyoto beef, yuba (tofu skins)
and namafu (steamed wheat gluten). Located on Arashiyama’s
main street across from the entrance to the bamboo forest, the
restaurant is a five-minute walk
from Togetsukyo Bridge. The
menu features a la carte don rice
bowls and 3,000- to 4,000-yen
courses with seven to nine dishes.
Large paper lanterns mark the location of ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU. The noodles - freshly homemade every day - have
a smooth taste
and a springy
texture. Creative and popular Arashiyama udon bowls
include Kyoto-style udon
and tempura

京味菜彩 嵐山

庵珠

KYOMISAISAI ARASHIYAMA ANJU

udon with namafu and
yuba.
For French cuisine made
with Kyoto vegetables
and other ingredients, try
ARASHIYAMA KOHAKUDOU. The European hotel
atmosphere is perfect for
relaxing after a long walk
through the Sagano area.
The menu features the
popular hamburger steak
and courses from 2,000 yen in addition to vegetarian
options. With an extensive dessert menu, the restaurant doubles as a cafe for lighter eating.
Finish off the day with Japanese sweets in the special
seating area at ARASHIYAMA OBUU. Enjoy full views
of Arashiyama and Togetsukyo Bridge from these
sought-after seats, and enjoy the lip-smacking matcha
green tea and hojicha
roasted green tea parfaits
you will only find in Kyoto. Matcha jelly, shaved
ice and iced lattes are
great ways to unwind.

琥珀堂
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ARASHIYAMA
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ENGLISH MENU

MAP

KOHAKUDOU

TEL 075-861-0231

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 48-3

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺立石町 1-4
1-4 Sagatenryuji Tateishicho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-8pm

OPEN 11am-6pm

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Irregular holidays

AVERAGE ¥3,000

AVERAGE ¥1,500

SMOKING No

SMOKING Designated area (Terrace only)

嵐山うどん

おづる

ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU
ENGLISH MENU

おぶう

MAP
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ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-882-5521

48-3 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
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ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-871-1310

TEL 075-871-1310

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨中ノ島町官有地
Kanyuchi, Saganakanoshima-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨中ノ島町官有地／ Kanyuchi, Saganakanoshima-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-881-5514

TEL 075-872-9022

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 22-4

OPEN 11am-7pm

OPEN 11am-2pm (Last order), 5pm-8pm (Last order)
*Sat., Sun., and public holidays:11am-8pm (Last order: 7pm) *On Sat. and Sun. reservations are recommended

ADDRESS 京 都 市 右 京 区 嵯 峨 天 龍 寺 造 路 町 37-17 新八 茶 屋
2F ／ Shinpachichaya 2F, 37-17 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichicho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Irregular holidays (due to maintenance etc.)
SMOKING No (Smoking room available in the Shofu Pavilion)

*Free charging points (outlet and USB) *Free Wi-Fi
URL http://www.kyoto-arashiyama.jp/cafe/
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22-4 Sagatenryuji Susukinobabacho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Irregular holidays (due to maintenance etc.)

OPEN 11am-8pm

SMOKING No (Smoking room available)

CLOSED Open every day

*Free Wi-Fi
URL http://kyoto-arashiyama.jp/

AVERAGE ¥990
SMOKING No

OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥1,000 SMOKING No
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STATION FEATURES WHIMSICAL
KYOYUZEN DYE DESIGNS

ARASHIYAMA ONSEN
STATION FOOTBATH
A popular spot for relaxing tired
feet in view of the Kimono Forest.
OPEN 9am-8pm (Last admission 7:30pm)
*Winter hours are different
ADMISSION ¥ 200 (includes towel)

T

rams rattle along the Keifuku Arashiyama Line
(known as “Randen”) that connects iconic Kyoto
sightseeing area Arashiyama to central city areas. Waiting for tourists at Arashiyama Station on that
line is KIMONO FOREST, a display of nearly 600 poles
with kimono patterns dyed in the traditional Kyoyuzen
style. Vigorous designer Yasumichi Morita worked from

キモノフォレスト

KIMONO FOREST
Wi-Fi

MAP
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TEL 075-873-2121
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 20-2
嵐電 嵐山駅はんなり ･ ほっこりスクエア
[RANDEN Arashiyama Station Hannari-Hokkori Square]
20-2 Tsukurimichi-cho, Saga-tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
ADMISSION Free (Illumination hours 4pm-9pm)
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Designated area on station grounds
URL www.kyotoarashiyama.jp/

16 restaurants and souvenir shops await in
Hannari-Hokkori Square at RANDEN Arashiyama Station.
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the concept of creating a one-of-a-kind
station that could
only work in Kyoto,
specifically Arashiyama. Yasumichi created a
wonderful fusion between traditional Kyoto
and modern sensitivity by using fabric from
Kamedatomi, a Kyoyuzen company dating
back to the Taisho Era (1912-1926). The poles
line both sides of the Kimono-komichi path,
and a stroll between them is sure to take you
into a different dimension. Groundwater
from the Atagoyama watershed is drawn into
Ryu-no-atagoike, a small pond into which a
dip of the hands is said to bring safe travels
and happiness. The evening illumination is
particularly breathtaking. The pale lighting
whimsically accentuates the Kimono Forest,
and a soft, elegant light bathes the interior of
the station building. The facility is open to the
public, so even non-passengers can freely enjoy the pleasant scene. Next to the platform is
RANDEN BAR (open 9am–10pm with seasonal
variations), a place to eat and drink while gazing at the Kimono Forest. Enjoy dishes such
as five-piece kushiage moriawase (skewer set)
for ¥780, satoimo kara-age (fried taro) for ¥480 and refreshing matcha beer (¥700) made of Kyomatcha green
tea. Enjoy snacks and beer in the station plaza and on
the platform at beer garden RANDEN EKI-BEER 2015,
open until September 27. Food stands serving sake and
hot food are planned for the winter season (mid-October
to mid-December).
Randen Arashiyama
Station is fast becoming an Arashiyama
destination where
visitors can enjoy food
and drink in an elegantly lit atmosphere
unique to Kyoto.

RANDEN EKI-BEER 2015
RANDEN EKI-BEER 2015

ENGLISH MENU

ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the natural beauty
of Arashiyama, Kyoto since 1935. Our shop specializes in
the best bamboo products. At the flagship location, there
are over 1,000 items on display. At the Shoryuen Shop,
across our flagship location, you can watch artisans weaving bamboo baskets and also partake in the experience.

京都・嵐山

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

BAMBOO SHOP

FLAGSHIP LOCATION

YOUR FAVORITES

ENGLISH MENU

京雑貨

KRW

CNY

56
89

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Tsukurimichi-cho, Saga tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

CURRENCY EXCHANGE AVAILABLE (up to ¥30000/person)
EUR

MAP
P

TEL 075-861-0076

Here is a treasure island where
joy and happiness spring up!
You can surely find your favorites.

USD

Wi-Fi

TWD

洛楽

SOUVENIR SHOP RAKURAKU
TEL 075-864-5130
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 3-18

OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)
CLOSED Open every day
URL http://www.takenomise.com/index.html

MAP

SHORYUEN LOCATION

MAP

P

TEL 075-861-5580
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ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F

(facing the flagship location)

56
90

3-18 Susukinobaba-cho, Saga tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm CLOSED Open every day
URL rakuraku-kyoto.com

SHORYUEN
20% DISCOUNT

Show this page and get a 20% discount
on the ¥3,240 basket weaving activity
fee. (Until December 31st 2015)

Wi-Fi

OPEN Until Sept. 27 (Sun.) *Platform open 11am-5pm (until Aug. 31)
Weekdays: 5pm-9pm ／ Sat.: 11am-10pm ／ Sun. and public holidays: 11am-9pm
Closes at 10pm the day before a public holiday
(Last order: one hour before closing)

RANDENバル
RANDEN BAR

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-882-5288
OPEN 9am-10pm (Mon. closes at 8pm)
(Last order: 30 minutes before closing) *Winter hours are different
CLOSED Open every day

Wi-Fi
MAP
P

56
91

SMOKING Designated area on station grounds
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大津

JUST A STONE'S THROW AWAY FROM KYOTOMANY EXCITING ACTIVITIES AWAIT YOU!

O

TSU is a city situated on the southern part of the wet
bank of Japan’s largest lake, Lake Biwa, and just 10
minutes by train from Kyoto Station. This city gained
its fame from depiction as the 53th town in Hiroshige’s “The
Fifty-Three Stations of the Tōkaidō”, an acclaimed series of
Ukiyo-e (Japanese woodblock prints). The historic city of Otsu
is home to many cultural and scenic gems, such as the Enryaku Temple on Mount Hiei, the Mii-Temple, or the Ishiyama
Temple to name but a few. Aside from the breathtaking Lake
Biwa itself, the surrounding Hira Mountains and Mount Hiei
provide many beautiful spots to feel close to nature and experience the full glory of the seasons. Once you have appreciated
what Kyoto has to offer, perhaps you would like to take a trip
to Otsu to enjoy a hike in the mountains or a refreshing swim.

TO OTSU THE CITY OF
THE LAKE

Ōmimaiko

Hira
BIWAKO VALLEY
10 min by bus
from Shiga

LAKE
BIWA

C

Shiga

A

JR Kosei Line

CARMEL BEACH CLUB
& R-cafe
7 min walk from Hira

KYOTO
SHIGA

Ogotoonsen*
Kyōto

Hōrai
JR Kosei Line

B

BSC WATER
SPORTS CENTRE
8 min walk from Hōrai

Ōtsu

HYOGO

Kōbe

Wani

Kansai
International
Airport

JR Biwako Line

Ōsaka

NARA

MIE

Ogotoonsen
*An onsen ryokan – where hot spring
and inn are combined. Guests are
also accepted for single day trips.

OSAKA

40 min
37 min
ACCESS FROM
KYOTO STATION

Hōrai

Kyoto
35 min
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Shiga
3 min

Hira
3 min

E

njoy a view of the lake! To
begin your visit, why not
venture to the Shiga Area
north of Otsu to find the BIWAKO
VALLEY? Use Japan’s fastest cable
car to soar across the valley as if
flying and feel the natural beauty
of the seasons: the wild cherry
blossoms in spring, the vivid
greens of early summer or the golden leaves of autumn. Enjoy the
magnificence of nature at the Lake Biwa Observation Deck, or take a
short trip to the Asagimatara Forest,
the Uchimiyama Observation Deck,
or sign up for a thrilling adventure on
the plateaus, as you fly over them on
a “Zipline Adventure”. In winter, this
area is also ideal for winter sports and
other winter activities, while still being just a short distance from Kyoto.
Next up, for visitors who enjoy the water, there is the BSC WATER
SPORTS CENTER, run by locals, who are well versed in the history and
culture of the lake and the surrounding nature. This local knowledge
makes it the perfect place to enjoy various water sports with peace
of mind. “Sunrise Kayaking”, offered at the center, has been popular
for over 20 years and was awarded the title of “An Excellent Activity
Unique to the Shiga Area”. Starting in the early morning from the
banks of Lake
Biwa, breathe
the fresh morning air you row
out onto the
lake, gradually allowing
your body and
mind to awake,
creating a unique – some might say spiritual – experience. Of course,
standard kayak courses are offered as well. Complete beginners are
also very welcome to enjoy water sports at Lake Biwa.
Finally, for those seeking something similar
to a resort or an amusement park feel, there is
the “Carmel Beach Club”. While it is well suited to people who wish to master the wakeboard, for everyone else, we recommend a
wild ride on our water sleds. Try out the fun
yet challenging experience of the “Sumo
Tube”, an exhilarating glide in a tube on the
water, or the exciting “Fly Board”,
on which you will be
cast high into the air by the engines
of a watercraft. With so much to try,
there’s bound to be something new and
exciting for everyone. At the adjacent
R-CAFE take a moment to enjoy lunch
or a drink in an elegant atmosphere.

A びわ湖バレイ

BIWAKO VALLEY

TEL 077-592-1155
ADDRESS 滋賀県大津市木戸 1547-1
1547-1 Kido, Otsu-city, Shiga
URL http://www.biwako-valley.com/

GREEN SEASON
・Sky Athletics“Sky Walker”
・Flying Adventure“Zipline Adventure”
・Flowers in full bloom“Garden of Eden”
・Immensely popular with children“Summerland (slides)
“
・Find the first drop of Lake Biwa“Trekking to the Source”
・Solving the mystery of the forest!“Real Riddle Game”
WINTER SEASON
・Visit our 3 slopes with 5 courses at“Ski and Snowboard (rental possible)”

B BSCウォータースポーツセンター
BSC WATER SPORTS CENTRE

TEL 077-592-0127
ADDRESS 滋賀県大津市南船路 4-1
4-1 Minamifunaji, Otsu-city, Shiga
URL http://www.bsc-int.co.jp/

・Extraordinary experience“Sunrise Kayak and Making melonpan (Sunrise)
・Two experiences in Shiga“Canoeing on Lake Biwa
and Making an Omi-Beef Hamburger Loco Moco”
・A deal for two!“Kayak (canoe) 1 Day-Course
・From beginners to advanced“Yachting and Wind
Surfing Course””

C カーメルビーチクラブ

CARMEL BEACH CLUB

TEL 077-596-1357
ADDRESS 滋賀県大津市北比良 243
243 Kitahira, Otsu-city, Shiga
CLOSED Irregular holidays
(Open every day from July through Sept.)
URL http://www.carmel.jp/

・Marine Sports Classic“Water Skiing”
・Taught by internationally active teachers“Wake Boarding”
・The exciting“Sumo Tube”
・Powered by the latest watercraft“Jet Cruising”
・
“ Fly Board”
・Using the undertow of a watercraft“Wake Surfing”
・
“ Banana Boat”
・
“Gyro”
・
“ Wacky Hopper”
・
“ Sonar”
・
“Great Big Marble”
・
“ Black Ice”
・
“ Extreme”

R-cafe
TEL 077-596-1355
ADDRESS 滋賀県大津市北比良 243
243 Kitahira, Otsu-city, Shiga
OPEN 11am-9pm (Last order: 8pm)
CLOSED Thu. (Open every day from July through Sept.)
SMOKING No
PRICE from ¥1,000
URL http://www.r-cafe.net/
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It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course
use any public bins you come
across or ask a shop owner if
you may make use of their bin.

PARK YOUR
BICYCLE IN
DESIGNATED AREA

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always wait in line. If you arrive
after someone, make sure to
join the end of the queue, even
if you are in a hurry.

Please note that parking on
the footpath is illegal. Bicycles
parked on the footpath are
considered a nuisance to pedestrians and there is a high
probability that your bicycle
will be towed away by Kyoto
City Services.

In order to prevent any accidents, do not cross the street
anywhere else than on a zebra-crossing. It is also forbidden to begin crossing when
the green light is flashing and
about to turn red.

r

This store offers
more than ten
kinds of delicious
bagel. You can also
order bagels with
fillings if you want
a sandwich. Why
not customize a bagel to satisfy your
personal taste.

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

B
C
ve

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free
and pleasant stay. Please take note
of the signs posted in shrines and
temples so as to avoid doing or saying anything that may be considered
offensive. If you are unsure of something, a friendly English speaking
staff member is never too far away.

The Kitayama district is packed with shops offering tasty pastries and cakes.
Here are some spots popular with Kyoto’s female
college students. The nearby botanical gardens
are also full of beautiful greenery, ideal for taking
a break from your busy travel itinerary.

Ri

IN KYOTO

Midorogaike
Pond

40

o

When booking a table, the
restaurant does not only reserves seats but also carefully
prepares a series of ingredients
and fresh produce in advance.
Please don’t put this effort to
waste. You might be charged a
cancellation fee.

MANNERS

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation for the person who prepared it. Only order as much as
you can actually eat.

m

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS

To the Japanese the straw tatami mat is a symbol of the traditional Japanese tearoom and
conveys the image of cleanliness. When entering a Japanese-style room, please wear
socks or stockings.

EAT UP!

Ka

Maikos walking down kagai
(geisha district) are in the middle of working. Shouting after
them and taking photos like a
paparazzi is rude. Please don’t
hold them up.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

KITAYAMA, A POPULAR AREA FOR
FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENTS TO HANG OUT!

Ky

PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY

A

This pastry shop
is popular with
locals. Chano-ka
is an exquisite
langue de chat
that offers a perfect marriage
of bitter matcha
and sweet white
chocolate.

The cakes here
look almost too
beautiful to eat.
The homemade
jams and cookies
also make perfect gifts. Have
an experience
to remember at
Kitayama.

Kyoto Botanical Gardens have
around 12,000 plants, so you will
certainly find your favorite flower. The gardens are best explored
with a tasty bagel in hand!
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Kitayama
Baptist
Church

wa y

Kyoto
Botanical
Gardens

Inobun

Kitayama Kitayama Dori St
Kyoto
Concert
Hall

A Radio Bagel
ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-724-2274
ADDRESS 京都市北区上賀茂池端町 9 久世ハイツ 101
101 Kuze Heights, 9 Kamigamo Ikebata-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-5pm
CLOSED Mon.
PRICE ¥500 〜 700
SMOKING No
URL http://radiobagel.com

B マールブランシュ 京都北山本店

MALEBRANCHE KYOTO KITAYAMA
FLAGSHIP SHOP & SALON

TEL 075-722-3399
ADDRESS 京都市北区北山通植物園北門前
Shokubutsuen Kitamon-mae, Kitayamadori, Kita-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-9pm ／ Salon: 10am-8:30pm (Last order:
8:30pm) From 9/1 we will close one hour earlier.
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥2,000
SMOKING No
URL http://www.malebranche.co.jp

C La Porete de Ciel
TEL 075-711-1006
ADDRESS 京都市北区上賀茂桜井町 77ノースウェーブ北山
Northwave Kitayama, 77 Kamigamo Sakurai-cho, Kitaku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-7pm
CLOSED Wed.
AVERAGE ¥1,000
SMOKING No
URL http://www.l-cielbleu.com

D 京都府立植物園

KYOTO BOTANICAL GARDENS

ENGLISH MAP
TEL 075-701-0141
ADDRESS 京都市左京区下鴨半木町
Shimogamo Hangi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm (Entry: until 4pm)
CLOSED New Year holidays
ADMISSION General: ¥200 ／ High school students:
¥150 ／ Junior high school and younger: Free ／ 70
years old or older, disabled: Free (with ID)
SMOKING Designated area
URL http://www.pref.kyoto.jp/plant/
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LET'S MAKE YOUR OWN UNIQUE FOLDING FAN!
Among the various traditional arts and crafts that you
can experience at the KYOTO HANDICRAFT CENTER, why
not try to make your own original folding fan? Simple;
just mount the Japanese washi paper onto the fan body

S
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DON'T LEAVE KYOTO
WITHOUT WEARING THESE!

KABUKI
¥8,424

D

There are numerous workshops in Kyoto that have been using the
same traditional techniques for a thousand years. Whilst still relying on these techniques, they now offer a modernized version
of their products. As a matter of fact, Kyotoites actually enjoy new
things. This is why, the streets of Kyoto are full of spectacular and
rare items that have gained world-wide acclaim. Let us introduce
you to a few of these that you can wear or easily bring home.
Maria is wearing
KIKUZUKUSHI￥¥8,424

after decorating with the illustration of your choice. Like
many of our clients, make your own fan in an hour and
bring it back home. We are also selling handicraft items.

The only store in Japan specializing
in locally crafted jika tabi* (toe-divided) shoes. They have revived this traditional Japanese footwear by giving
them colorful, pop motifs and designs
to compliment modern fashion. Their
Tabi shita have been praised by locals
and foreign tourists alike. You can
slip them on just like socks, and they
make for a very popular souvenir.

Maria Platt
Kyoto cycling is the best!!!
I also enjoy Kiyomizu-Dera Tenmple and Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine.

*Jika-tabi (split-toed heavy cloth shoes
with rubber soles)

All prices include tax (as of July 2015)

A

B

HAVE A DRINK AND GET A FEEL FOR KYOTO!

obj Vintage
OV-02 col.co
¥91,800

E

Maria is wearing
obj Classic 80 series
special edition by tug
80-3066 col.sumi
¥41,040

An eyewear manufacturer recognized for its high
quality product and designs. The obj Vintage series,
was inspired by an old style of glasses brought in to be
repair. The Japanese sense of aesthetics is not only illustrated by the design and selection of materials used
in the series but also the technological skills employed.
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Snowed in Hakuryuen
and Torii Gate￥¥6,372

MAP

P
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38 C-2

Mountain Character ¥4,212-¥4,644
*Prices vary from size to size
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Kyoto tumbler ¥1,436

Using glass to coat textiles
and dyed fabrics improves
their durability and protects them against the
elements. Coasters made
from kimono fabric coated
in glass and other practical, long-lasting products
make great souvenirs. The
variety of colors and patterns means there is something here for everyone!

Original tee-shirts and miscellaneous goods are sold in this
long-established apparel shop. The tee-shirts are made in Japan
and are designed with traditional Japanese colours. They feature
motives such as the Japanese Hakuryuen garden under the snow
and various seasonal sights from around Kyoto. You can also find
bags and purses with the same pattern to match our clothes.

B

F

kimono tile ¥4,860
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E
和硝子屋

The STARBUCKS COFFEE chain
has opened stores all across the
world. In Kyoto, you can get one
of the limited edition tumblers.
Designs include illustrations of
the Golden Pavilion and maiko,
with a gold leaf finish giving
the simple tumbler an elegant
feel. We also recommend the
Starbucks origami paper filters
to brew your cup without needing a coffee machine.
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京都Tシャツデザインストア

扇子作り体験

Kyoto T-Shirt Design Store
kitekite Kyoto main shop

KYOTO HANDICRAFT CENTER
ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

ENGLISH FLYER

ENGLISH GUIDE

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-711-6109

TEL 075-744-6301

TEL 075-761-0142

TEL 075-212-8005

TEL 075-746-5802

TEL 075-213-2326

ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺野田町 2-2 ハイ

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角上ル槌屋

ADDRESS 京都市左京区聖護院円頓美町 17

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通四条上ル中之町

ADDRESS 京都市東山区元吉町 70

ADDRESS 京都市中京区 三条通河原町東入ル中
島 町 113 近 江 屋ビル 1F ／ Omiya building 1F,
113 Nakajima-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OBJ
OBJ

ENGLISH MENU

ツ白 川 1F ／ Heights Shirakawa 1F, 2-2 Nodacho, Ichijoji Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-8pm
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥45,000
SMOKING No
URL http://www.obj.co.jp/
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kitekite 京都本店

京都ハンディクラフトセンター

町 95 ／ 95 Tsuchiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

17 Shogoin Entomi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

SOU・SOU 足袋

SOU・SOU TABI

583-3 ／ 583-3, Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

園ギャラリー

WaGlass Gallery Room Gion

70 Motoyoshi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 10am-7pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-8pm

OPEN 10am-5:30pm

CLOSED Irregular holidays

SMOKING Designated Area

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

PRICE ¥350 〜 12,800

URL http://kyotohandicraftcenter.com/

PRICE ¥8,000 〜 10,000

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

URL http://www.kyoto-waglass.com/english/

SMOKING No
URL http://kitekite-kyoto.com/shop/

Fan Making Classes
Time required: Approximately one hour
Reservation required PRICE ￥3,025

URL http://www.sousou.co.jp/

京都三条大橋店

STARBUCKS COFFEE KYOTO SANJO OHASHI

OPEN 8am-11pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE ￥500 〜 1,000
SMOKING Designated area (terrace only)
URL http://www.starbucks.co.jp/
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
TAX-FREE SHOPPING!

COULD YOU
BECOME A
NINJA?

There are more than

700 stores!

Take advantage of the numerous tax-free shops of the city. The
procedure is also very easy; just make sure to show your passport
upon purchasing the goods. You will receive a “Record of Purchase” form that you must sign and keep with you. When leaving
the country, submit the form once you get through customs.

A

place for tourists to experience real ninja training
opened in Kyoto in May 2015. The
teachers are some of the top ninja
in Japan who studied in Iga, a hotbed for ninja technique in Japan.

・There will be no refund at the airport.
・Tax is not included in the price paid at the shop.

Kyoto Original Sticker

The one who makes the purchase must show her/his original passport book in person.

NINJA DOJO and STORE features an authentic ninja training dojo complete with tatami
(straw mat) floors where visitors can experience ninja training. Adults can practice
with real metal shuriken (ninja stars) and
children with rubber shuriken (15 throws
for ¥1,000 adults / ¥500 children). Try the fukiya (blowgun) as well (15 darts for ¥1,000).
A photo collection in full ninja clothing is
a wonderful way to commemorate this special experience (dressing and 3 photos for
¥4,000). The store sells many unique types of
shuriken and other ninja weapons and goods.

CO O L !
RE AL SHUR IK EN

LE SSON

CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COMMODITIES *non-consumable items

Tax exemption are available on; food and
drinks, tobacco, drugs and cosmetics.
Items must be purchased from the same
store on the same day, and the total spending amount has to be over ¥5,000 but be no
greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)

Tax exemption are available on; electric appliances, clothing, accessories,
shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount exceeding ¥10,000. (Tax not
included)

*Purchased items will be wrapped in each store and you
cannot unwrap them during your stay in Japan.

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

NINJA DOJO and STORE
ENGLISH GUIDE

Wi-Fi

TEL 070-6401-8076
ADDRESS 京都市下京区室町通仏光寺上ル白楽天町 528 2F
2F 528 Hakurakuten-cho, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED Irregular holidays
SMOKING Designated Area URL http://ninjadojoandstore.com/
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Training that results in earning a license

begins in August 2015!

TOBACCO

SAKE

MEDICINES

CLOTHING

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES,
BAGS

・You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach the minimum spending amount.
・Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.
For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating stores, please consult

Kyoto Official Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

www.kyoto.travel

POINT-AND-TALK CHART
TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where are tickets sold?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

_ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) ha dokoe ikimasuka?

Kippu uriba ha doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo ha doko desuka?

_

made iku niha dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

Please give me a receipt.

領収書をください。

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

Credit card ha tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho wo kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

Does this food have _ in it?

_ は（食材の中に）入っていますか？

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu wo misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori ha nandesuka?

_

ha haitte imasuka?

Okaikei wo onegai shimasu.

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

Gyūniku

Butaniku

Lamuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Milk
牛乳

Gyūnyu

COMMUNICATION IN KYO-KOTOBA

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Beppinsan べっぴんさん

“Thank you”/arigato Let’s use it to express our gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama It’s great to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai It’s good to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Pretty lady”/kirei-na josei Always a good thing to hear.
MAP

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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